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ABSTRACT 
Diagnosis and detection is one of the most effective means of controlling matters that 
adversely affect public health and safety. Yet, in the developing world with a high burden 
of disease, most gold standard diagnostics remain widely inaccessible due to cost and 
lack of infrastructure. In recent years, one strategy to increase access to health and safety 
devices has been through the development of point-of-care diagnostics that are low-cost, 
portable, and easy-to-use for on-site analysis. In particular, paper has recently been in the 
spotlight as such a point-of-care (POC) platform. Compared to conventional POC tests 
made of glass or plastic substrates, paper itself is even thinner, light-weight, portable, 
disposable, and can store biological and chemical molecules for analytical measurement 
within its fibrous network. Several paper-based tests have demonstrated high sensitivity 
and specificity to detect proteins, bacteria, and metals for applications in disease 
diagnosis, health monitoring, and food and water safety. However, several gaps still 
remain in order to fully develop these paper-based analytical devices for point-of-care use 
in low-resource settings. First, reagent stability on filter paper is poorly understood, as 
well as its influence on quantitative, long-term testing. Second, the need for specialized 
instrumentation to perform the analytical methods on the paper devices can be a logistical 
and financial burden to end users in resource-limited settings. 
v 
This dissertation addressed these questions through the development of quantitative 
paper assays for robust and point-of-care testing in low-resource settings. First, we 
fabricated micro-paper electrochemical devices, or f.!PEDs, for the amperometric 
detection of ethanol. This target analyte has direct applications in the global issue of road 
safety, which claims thousands of lives due to driving under the influence of alcohol. 
Also, we demonstrate that ethanol detection can provide the basis for the novel detection 
of substandard misoprostol, a high impact drug to save mothers from post-partum 
bleeding that is often the reason for maternal mortality. Second, we developed an 
independent method to study reagent stability on filter paper under conditions likely 
encountered in low-resource settings. Methods that enhanced stability were also used in 
the development of the f.!PEDs. Finally, we demonstrate that the ethanol measurements 
on our f.!PEDs could be performed with a commercial glucose meter, which operate by 
the same principles required to measure analyte concentrations. This integration of device 
and reader presents a cheap, reliable, low-power, and portable platform that can be 
adapted for the detection of other analytes relevant to health and safety. 
Vl 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Problem Statement 
Diagnosis and detection is one of the most effective means of controlling matters that 
adversely affect public health and safety. Yet, in the developing world, most gold 
standard diagnostics remain widely inaccessible due to cost and lack of infrastructure. 
One strategy to increase access to health and safety devices has been through the 
development of point-of-care (POC) diagnostics that are low-cost, portable, and easy-to-
use for on-site analysis. In particular, paper has recently been in the spotlight as such a 
POC platform. Compared to conventional POC tests made of glass or plastic substrates, 
paper itself is even thinner, light-weight, portable, disposable, and can store biological 
and chemical molecules for analytical measurement within its fibrous network [1]. 
Several paper-based tests have demonstrated excellent sensitivity and specificity to detect 
proteins, bacteria, and metals for applications in disease diagnosis, health monitoring, and 
food and water safety [ 1 ]-[3]. 
The framework of such paper-based tests for quantitative analysis began with 
Whitesides et al., who coined the devices micro-paper analytical devices, or !J.P ADs. In 
their first work, they developed a simple, colorimetric, microfluidic paper assay that 
measured glucose and liver enzyme activity [4] . In this work, the authors wax-printed 
microfluidic channels and chambers onto filter paper, into which reagents could be 
stored. After introducing a sample, the target analyte concentration was measured by the 
resulting change in color intensity in the reaction zone. This work has since been 
1 
expanded and explored upon in multiple facets of engineering and device development: 
fabrication techniques, mode of analytical measurement, surface treatments to manipulate 
fiber properties, and incorporation of signal-enhancing materials [5]. While this 
demonstrates the versatility and complexity of paper as a substrate, both reagent stability 
and device portability remain challenges to the reliability and usefulness of llp ADs in the 
field. As such, this dissertation addresses these challenges in order to solidify the role of 
filter paper in quantitative and POC testing in low-resource settings. 
As a low-cost and practical alternative for reagent storage, filter paper is a medium 
well-established for the storage, preservation, and distribution of a wide variety of 
biological macromolecules. More importantly, preserved samples of blood, urine, and 
saliva can be reconstituted for molecular analysis [6]. Genetic analysis of preserved 
biological fluids, and even specimens such as insects, is common in the study of 
pathogens and disease detection [7]-[9]. Similarly, biomarker detection for infectious 
disease diagnosis, such as malaria and HIV, are common in developing countries [10]-
[12]. This method of storage is not only economical, but also stable for long periods of 
time [9], [11], [13]-[15]. However, such examples constitute qualitative testing, where a 
disease is diagnosed based on the presence of a biomarker in the filter paper sample. The 
stability of proteins stored on filter paper for quantitative analysis is not well-known, but 
certainly important for the new role of paper-based diagnostics in POC testing. 
While 1-LP ADs are simple and small by design, several require accompanying 
equipment to detect, quantify, and analyze the results. llp ADs of colorimetric, 
fluorescent, or chemiluminescent outputs require optical setups to excite and/or detect 
2 
changes in signal intensity, which can be expensive, bulky, and requue additional 
operator expertise [16]. Not only does this add cost, but it also requires additional user-
training and facilities, which are not always available in low-resource settings. To 
eliminate the need for optical equipment, colorimetric outputs can occasionally be 
quantified by (i) visual comparison to a standard curve or (ii) analysis of photographs 
taken by mobile phone cameras [17]. Both methods are at best semi-quantitative and 
subject to errors due to user interpretation [16]. On the other hand, electrochemical paper-
based devices, or J.lPEDs, are extremely quantitative and more sensitive. While they too 
require largely expensive equipment to perform measurements, smaller yet effective 
versions are commercially available for less cost by at least two orders of magnitude [ 18]. 
This dissertation is concerned with the development of quantitative analytical 
techniques on filter paper, with methods that are low-cost, robust, and necessary for 
healthcare in the developing world. Despite the ability of filter paper to preserve 
biological macromolecules for long periods of time, protein degradation still occurs [ 19]. 
Using degraded or expired reagents, knowingly or unknowingly, can lead to 
misinterpretation of critical data. Very little information exists on the effect of stored 
reagents on the long-term performance of J.lP ADs. As J.lP ADs become more complex, 
fabrication techniques and surface treatments may improve signal detection [20], but 
reagent stability is unknown. Understanding the effects of ambient conditions typically 
encountered in the distribution of healthcare in low-resource settings would be extremely 
valuable to the advancement of quantitative testing using paper-diagnostics. Any 
mechanistic insights that can lead to improvements in dry storage on paper would not 
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only benefit the shelf-life of a device, but its reliability and robustness. Therefore we aim 
to fill these gaps in the field by investigating reagent stability on filter paper, using 
quantitative analytical methods to measure reagent functionality both on and 
reconstituted from filter paper. In addition, we aim to apply the findings in the 
development of POC paper-diagnostics for two applications in global health, namely the 
assessment of drunk-driving and novel detection of substandard misoprostol, an 
important drug in maternal health. Last but not least, we integrate a quantitative paper 
assay into a low-cost and portable testing platform for POC testing. 
1.2 Hypothesis and Aims 
The overreaching hypothesis of this work is that filter paper is a low-cost medium 
capable of both robust reagent storage and quantitative analysis, for use in POC 
diagnostic applications in global healthcare. The specific aims of this work are: 
Specific Aim #1: Develop a robust paper-based electrochemical device, or uPED, for 
quantitative analysis. While jlPEDs in the literature have demonstrated excellent 
sensitivity and specificity in the detection of molecules and chemicals, substrates of 
NAD+ -dependent enzymes, used in several quality control sectors, have been overlooked 
in favor of substrates of oxygen-dependent enzymes, or oxidases (i.e. glucose) [21]. This 
represents a lack of versatility and understanding in the current development of enzyme-
mediated electrochemical sensors on paper. To address these shortcomings, we developed 
11PEDs for use with alcohol dehydrogenase, an NAD+ -dependent enzyme, and 
investigated the effect of stabilizers, surface treatment, and immobilization method on the 
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performance of the biosensor. 
Specific Aim #2: Develop a method to quantitatively study the storage of reagents on 
filter paper. While filter paper can store biological molecules viably, past studies have 
only demonstrated this in qualitative applications [22]. This aim seeks to develop a 
method to quantitatively investigate reagent storage on filter paper. The effect of time, 
temperature, and humidity (conditions likely encountered in resource-limited settings) 
were studied. Furthermore, we explored and identified economic and robust treatments 
that enhanced the stability of reagents on paper, the findings of which are applicable to 
the field of quantitative paper-supported assays. 
Specific Aim #3: Integration of !!PEDs with a portable, low-cost, and low-power 
electrochemical device reader for point-of-care testing. !-tPEDs themselves are low-cost, 
however potentiostats, which are used to perform electrochemical techniques, are bulky 
laboratory instrumentation that can be expensive (USD $10,000+) and not portable. In 
order to build a field-deployable prototype for quantitative ethanol testing on filter paper, 
we designed !-tPEDs for use with commercial glucose meters, which operate by the same 
amperometric principles used to measure analyte concentrations in Aim 1. Commercial 
glucose meters are readily available, low-cost, low-power, and easy-to-use. Using the 
findings from Aim 2, we also present one of the first demonstrations of this platform in 
testing over multiple days. 
Specific Aim #4: Development of a novel method to detect misoprostol using !!PEDs. 
Misoprostol is a drug commonly used to prevent and manage postpartum hemorrhaging 
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(PPH) in women, which is the primary cause of maternal mortality in the developing 
world [23]. However, recent findings raise concerns over the quality of generic 
misoprostol tablets, which are easily compromised by exposure to high humidity at any 
point during manufacture, package, or storage [24]. Thus there is a need for simple and 
low-cost misoprostol content at any point in the medicine supply chain [24]. This aim 
seeks to demonstrate a novel method for the detection of misoprostol using the 
enzymatic-based !-!PED developed in Aim 1. We also compared the accuracy of 
misoprostol detection on paper with results obtained by a standard of detection, high 
protein liquid chromatography (HPLC). 
1.3 Structure of Thesis 
First, we provide a background on engineering and global health topics relevant to the 
aims of this thesis: reagent storage, paper-supported assays, screen-printed biosensors, 
and the issue of postpartum hemorrhaging (Chapters 2-5). Then we discuss the 
experimental projects that address the aforementioned aims (Chapter 6 - 8). Lastly, we 
discuss the contributions and future directions of the work presented in this dissertation 
(Chapter 9). 
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Chapter 2: Reagent storage 
2.1 Impact of poor storage 
Reagent stability during storage is critical to the proper function and reliability of 
current diagnostics in health and monitoring. Molecular techniques such as enzyme-
linked immunosorbant assays (ELISAs), polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and flow 
cytometry, rely on a range of biological reagents that are sensitive to physical and 
chemical changes in its immediate environment. These reagents include antibodies, 
enzymes, antigens, and nucleic acids. Protein reagents that are unstable can lose 
conformational stability, catalytic activity, and/or binding affinity [25]. When degraded 
or expired reagents are used, the sensitivity and specificity of a test suffers. Methods exist 
to enhance the stability of reagents, both when they are dried or in solution [26], [27], but 
many questions still remain as to the underlying mechanisms of how functional proteins 
are stabilized [25]. Understanding these mechanisms would allow researchers to develop 
informed methods of reagent storage that are optimized, robust, and low-cost. This would 
not only increase the shelf-life of reagents, but also its availability in low-resource 
settings that lack the financial and logistical infrastructure to maintain reagents [28]. 
Reagents stored robustly on a point-of-care device would also considerably reduce the 
operation procedures required by the end-user, thus expanding the user pool of the 
technology [29]. 
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2.2 Causes of protein instability 
The shape and structure of biological macromolecules are essential to its function. 
Proteins consist of peptide chains that fold into a 3-dimensional structure that depends on 
its amino acid sequence, hydrophobic interactions, and hydrogen bonding with 
components in the surrounding solution [30]. In particular, the catalytic or binding sites 
of protein reagents, such as enzymes and antibodies, must maintain structural specificity 
in order to function properly. The arrangement of these sites are also maintained via 
molecular interactions with the surrounding solvent and solute molecules [30]. When 
these interactions are disrupted, the proteins may become non-functional through 
inactivation, degradation, precipitation, and/or aggregation [26]. 
There are several possible mechanisms and sources of reagent instability, summarized 
in Table 2.1. Briefly, reagent instability and activity loss can be introduced during its 
preparation, storage, handling, and use. A variety of physical and chemical factors 
influences reagent viability, including temperature, humidity, pH, solvent constituents, 
and concentration [30]. In particular, protein aggregation results in reduced activity and is 
typically caused by concentrated protein solutions, temperature, humidity, and 
lyophilization [31]. Antibodies can also degrade by isomerization and oxidation [25]. 
Drying and repeated freeze-thaw cycles induce conformational changes that are not 
necessarily restored upon rehydration [31]. Mechanical forces, including shear, shaking, 
and pressure, can destroy proteins [31]. Microbial and protease contamination is 
commonly introduced through the repeated use of reagent solutions without proper 
aseptic technique. Surface adsorption is also a major source of protein loss, and relates 
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with concentration, pH, and the presence of other excipients [32], [33]. To minimize 
protein loss through these mechanisms, reagent solutions are sometimes formulated at 
high concentration, with bactericides, and/or recommended for storage at cooler 
temperatures. Special surface treatments can reduce protein adsorption onto tubes, plates, 
and flasks used to handle proteins [26], [34]. 
It is important to note that the degree to which these conditions negatively affect 
protein stability is unique to each protein. Some processes are irreversible while others 
are not. For example, some antibodies have melting temperatures as high as 70°C, 
whereas other proteins degrade at 3 7°C [31]. Similarly, the optimum pH of enzyme 
function spans a wide range, and must be experimentally determined. Concentrated 
protein solutions can enhance stability by lowering surface tension [32] or promote 
aggregation and decrease its activity [25]. As such, much research has been conducted to 
better understand the mechanisms of protein stability using spectroscopic instrumentation 
and biological assays such as FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy), NMR 
(nuclear magnetic resonance imaging), and enzymatic assays [27]. 
2.3 Current methods to stabilize reagents 
Reagents are generally stored in two forms: in solution or dried. In both cases, 
refrigeration and stabilizers are often used, but not necessary, to enhance stability. 
Aqueous storage - Proteins in solution are stable because the molecules reside in a 
medium that is most similar to their native, hydrophilic environment [27]. Surrounding 
water molecules, or bound water, stabilize the quaternary structure of functional proteins, 
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thus maintaining its activity [27]. Solutions are often formulated with the optimum pH, 
concentration, buffering agents, excipients, and occasional stabilizers [31]. In some cases, 
proteins can undergo a significant amount of thermal stress with minimal effect on its 
shape [31]. Despite the relative stability of reagent solutions, refrigerated storage is still 
recommended in order to slow down protein degradation due to contaminants introduced 
through repeated use of reagent vials. For the same reason, bactericides such as sodium 
azide are also commonly included in formulations. However, the costs associated with 
refrigeration and cold-chain transport present economic and logistical hurdles to certain 
regions [28]. 
Freeze-drying (lyophilization) - Freeze-drying is widely used in the pharmaceutical 
industry to store proteins, enzymes, antibodies, vaccines, and drugs [25]. The procedure 
involves the removal of water from a frozen sample through three steps: freezing, 
primary drying, and secondary drying [27]. Any moisture left after the secondary drying, 
or residual moisture, helps maintain both the physical and biological stability of the dried 
protein. The optimal· residual moisture largely depends on the type of molecule that is 
freeze-dried, and can range anywhere from less than 1% to more than 10% [25], [27]. 
Because drying inherently disturbs the thermodynamic equilibrium between a protein and 
its surroundings, a significant amount of activity is lost by denaturation and aggregation 
[27]. To minimize activity loss, samples are formulated with cryoprotectants and 
lyopreservatives that help to preserve samples during lyophilization and the storage 
afterwards [27]. Such stabilizers include sugars, amino acids, salts, polyols, surfactants, 
and polymers [26] , [27], [31] , [35]. Protein activity is also significantly affected by the 
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rate of freezing and drying [25]. Lyophilization has become extremely important in the 
pharmaceutical industry, and as such, a significant amount of research aims to better 
understand the process in order to lyophilize other reagents [27]. 
Freeze-drying has several advantages over liquid storage: increased shelf-life at the 
end-user stage, increased practicality for storage and distribution, increased stability of 
proteins or peptide-based drugs, and no contamination [27]. Lyophilized products 
sometimes do not require refrigeration, and thus can be cheaper. Despite these advantages 
over liquid formulations, lyophilization can be expensive, difficult to formulate for many 
reagents, and inefficient if done incorrectly (i.e. high loss of activity) . 
Refrigeration and humidity control - In refrigeration, the thermal energy of the 
system is reduced. This helps stabilize macromolecules by restricting the molecular 
mobility of the proteins themselves and any degradative reactions [25]. In aqueous 
solutions, contaminating enzymes or microbes will have slower activity and proliferation, 
respectively [27]. In dry storage, complete desiccation is desired because any residual 
moisture can rehydrate the sample and cause aggregation [27]. However, refrigeration 
and the associated costs with cold-chain transport are expensive and not always available 
in low-resource settings. 
Stabilizers - Sugars, polyols, proteins, ammo acids, and surfactants are used to 
stabilize both liquid and freeze-drying formulations [26], [27]. Trehalose, a disaccharide 
sugar, has been widely investigated because it is a naturally produced preservative in 
response to stress by several organisms, including bacteria, yeast, mushrooms, shrimps, 
and desert plants [36]. The effect of these stabilizers is not always straightforward and 
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can act positively or negatively, depending on the protein, process, and concentration 
[25] , [27]. Consequently, much work has been conducted to investigate trehalose using a 
variety of instrumentation and biological assays [25], [27]. 
2.4 Hypothesis for stabilizing proteins during dry storage 
Despite the importance and preference of lyophilization in the pharmaceutical 
industry, the mechanisms of protein stability during freeze-drying and storage is not well-
understood [25]. Initial endeavors in lyophilization and stabilization techniques were 
largely empirical, making it difficult to optimize the process for various reagents, drugs, 
and vaccines [25] , [26]. Recent work has shown that the activity and degradation of 
lyophilized products largely depend on the freezing rates, stabilizers, pH, and solution 
conditions [25], [27], [37]. In addition, two hypotheses were proposed to explain how 
certain stabilizing molecules interact with dried proteins [25]: 
Glass Dynamics Hypothesis - A good stabilizer forms a rigid, inert matrix that 
restricts the motion of the protein. Due to this restricted molecular movement, unfolding 
and degradation processes are significantly slowed. 
Water Substitute Hypothesis - A good stabilizer forms hydrogen bonds around the 
protein, "replacing" the thermodynamic stability provided by the original water 
molecules before drying. 
These hypotheses have been used to explain how disaccharide sugars, such as sucrose 
and trehalose, enhance stability in both lyophilized and non-lyophilization drying 
processes [25], [32], [38]. 
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2.5 Mediums of dry storage 
The materials used in POC diagnostics present unique challenges for storing reagents 
both (i) on-chip and (ii) robustly. Current technologies use a wide variety of materials, 
with glass, plastics, and polymers as the most common [39]. Less conventional and novel 
materials gaining traction include filter paper [38], silk [40], and cloth [41]. Metallic 
materials may also be included depending on the detection modalities employed by the 
POC test. In each of these materials, the surface area, porosity, and surface chemistry 
contribute to varying degrees of protein adsorption and stability on these surfaces [ 6]. 
These factors can influence the stability, activity, and recovery of reconstituted reagents, 
and must be considered when designating where reagents will be stored on a device. 
Ideally, each test contains a pre-determined amount of reagents for single-use and 
simple disposability [42]. Aside from storing reagents directly on the primary material 
that the device is made of, they can be kept in modular compartments that are 
incorporated with the device. These methods include microfluidic cartridges [43], blister 
packs [44], and fibrous pads [29]. Reagent stability in these applications is unknown 
except for the latter method. On the other hand, filter paper [22], silk [45], [46], and cloth 
[ 41] have all demonstrated potential in storing dry reagents up to weeks, at certain 
temperatures. 
Overall, it is clear that reagents can be stored in dry form on nearly any medium. 
What remain unclear are (i) the mechanisms of interaction between the reagents and the 
medium and (ii) how to improve stability in order to effect more economic, robust, and 
rationalized methods of storage. 
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2.6 Reagent storage on filter paper 
As a low-cost and practical alternative for reagent storage, filter paper is a medium 
well-established for storing, preserving, and distributing biological molecules. More 
importantly, preserved samples of blood, urine, and saliva can be reconstituted for 
molecular analysis [6]. DNA, RNA, enzymes, antibodies, and antigens are often the 
subject of interest for paper-stored samples. For example, whole insects and bacteria are 
commonly preserved on filter paper for later genetic analysis in order to study pathogens 
[7] , [8]. In HIV -prevalent areas of developing countries, infant blood is spotted onto 
paper cards for later HIV diagnosis by PCR [9]. Malaria and HIV diagnosis via antigen 
and antibody measurement from paper is also common [10]-[12]. Biological sample 
storage on filter paper is not only economical, but also robust. Target proteins are still 
detectable after 1 year or more, stored at temperatures between -70°C and 37°C [9], [11], 
[13]-[15]. 
Any degradation that occurs during storage is largely irrelevant in these applications, 
so long as a minimum amount of the biomarker is preserved. This is not true for 
applications for quantitative testing, where knowledge on the half-life of any biological 
reagents is critical to assessing the shelf-life and reliability of the test. From the current 
literature on high-performance testing on paper (i.e. f..!P ADs), there is little information on 
the stability profile of reagents, aside from the fact that protein degradation occurs after 
being spotted on filter paper [38]. 
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2.7 Tables 
Mechanisms of reagent 
instability 
• Inactivation 
• Degradation 
• Precipitation 
• Aggregation 
• Oxidation 
Sources of reagent instability 
• Surface adsorption 
• Contamination 
• Freezing 
• Drying 
Table 2.1. Mechanisms and sources of reagent instability 
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Chapter 3: Paper-supported assays 
In this chapter, we first discuss filter paper and its properties relevant to assay 
development. Then we describe three key components in developing paper-supported 
assays: (i) biomolecular immobilization, (ii) fabrication techniques, and (iii) modes of 
analysis. It is important to note that this growing field has become inundated with new 
terminology, and thus, variations of the following terms are used interchangeably in the 
literature and this thesis: "paper-based assays," "paper microfluidics," "micro-paper 
analytical devices," and "bioactive papers". 
3.1 Role in low-cost diagnostics 
Simply described, filter paper is a semi-permeable membrane that consists of a 
porous network of cellulose fibers. The material has a variety of uses that include 
filtration, sample collection, blotting, absorbance, and cleaning. Consequently, paper has 
found widespread applications in households, laboratories, industrial processing, and 
diagnostics. In the last few years, a new field of paper-supported assays has been targeted 
for global health applications. Several studies demonstrate how to use filter paper as the 
primary support for high performance testing that is sensitive and quantitative, with 
applications in the industries ofhealth, environment, food quality, and forensics [5]. 
Because of its structure, filter paper has several advantages that make it attractive for 
POC applications. It is light-weight, cheap, porous, easy-to-shape and manufacturer, and 
wicks fluid easily [1]. Such qualities may be more cost-effective and desired for 
portability when compared to glass and plastics, which are common materials for 
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microfluidic devices. Furthermore, its high surface-to-volume ratio allows concentrated 
storage of reagents within the fibers [47]. It is also more environmentally-friendly than 
plastics, minimizing biohazard safety concerns during fabrication and use [ 4 7]. High 
optical-contrast of white paper allows for qualitative and/or semi-quantitative 
measurements by colorimetric detection [6], [17]. Most paper devices are millimeters in 
size and light-weight, increasing the capacity per delivery. Combined with the high 
porosity of paper, mere microliters of reagents are sufficient to perform single tests. 
Wicking rates and paths can be manipulated by surface treatments that render specific 
areas hydrophilic or hydrophobic [ 6]. Other changes in surface chemistry allow for 
versatile immobilization of enzymes, antibodies, DNA, and nanoparticles. Filter paper is 
also robust enough to withstand physical processing steps such as pressing, printing, 
folding, and high heat. For example, Whatman brand filter paper can withstand 
temperatures up to 121 °C, whereas nitrocellulose (also used in POC diagnostics) begins 
to decompose at 55°C. Overall, these characteristics make paper an ideal substrate for 
designing low-cost, portable, and robust diagnostics. 
3.2 From qualitative to quantitative applications 
Filter paper has long been used in the laboratory and field for sample collection and 
testing. Bodily fluids, including blood, saliva, feces, and breast milk, can be stored on 
filter paper for a diverse range of tests including biochemical assays, genetic mutation 
screening, therapeutic drug monitoring, and infectious disease diagnosis [48]. 
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Prior to the pioneering works of Whitesides et al. , paper-supported assays were 
largely qualitative or, at best, semi-quantitative. Dried blood spots and lateral flow tests 
only allowed for simple "yes" or "no" diagnosis. First, in dried blood spots (DBS), infant 
blood is spotted and dried onto filter paper cards, then shipped to a testing facility where 
the reconstituted blood can be analyzed for HIV nucleic acids [49]. Early detection of 
HIV in newly born children is critical for those at risk for HIV [13]. The mortality rate of 
HIV -positive children under two years without treatment is 50% [28] . DBS expedites the 
diagnosis in rural areas without testing facilities in a cheap and efficient manner. Second, 
lateral flow tests are typically designed for the detection of a specific biomarker. The 
most iconic example of these devices is the home-pregnancy test. These examples of 
paper testing are effective, cheap and robust, but limited to qualitative applications. 
Taking the advantages of filter paper into quantitative applications has opened the field 
into health monitoring, food quality testing, environmental monitoring, and forensics. 
One of the early examples of quantitative testing on paper-supported assays, or 
micro-paper analytical devices, !J.PADs, was studied by Martinez et al. [4]. The 
researchers deposited a SU-8 photoresist, a hydrophobic polymer, onto filter paper. Using 
photolithography, patterns were etched such that hydrophobic walls were created by the 
remaining polymer, leaving hydrophilic channels and wells. Consequently, they stored 
reagents for the colorimetric detection of liver metabolites. Upon rehydration with a 
sample, the resulting change in color intensity was quantified by visual interpretation and 
image analysis using a mobile phone camera. 
Since then, research in paper-based devices has shifted to more sophisticated designs, 
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fabrication, and analytical techniques to improve their accuracy and sensitivity [50], 
described in the next sections. The implications of this work in global health device 
development have since lead to a wide window of exploration: detection of disease 
biomarkers [1], [51], heavy-metal water contamination [2] , [52] , [53] , and bacterial food 
contamination [54]. 
3.3 General properties of filter paper 
The primary component of filter paper is cellulose, an organic compound. It is a 
polysaccharide that consists of long, linear chains of linked D-glucose units (Figure 3.1 ). 
Fibers are long tubular structures approximately 20 11m in width, with a wall thickness of 
2 11m, and arranged anisotropically [6]. By an artifact of fabrication, fibers are oriented 
preferentially in one direction, with a dense center. When wetted, capillary forces 
passively drive fluid flow along the fibers [55]. 
While filter paper is fundamentally simple in structure and composition, paper can be 
manufactured and processed in a number of ways to fine tune the resulting porosity, 
surface chemistry, wet strength, capacity, flow rate, and particle retention [6]. In paper-
based assays, the porosity, optical properties, and surface chemistry are some of the most 
important considerations during development. 
3.3.1 Porosity 
Porosity is defined as the distance between fibers and has a number of implications in 
developing paper-supported assays. For example, porosity affects the wicking rate and 
surface area available for the immobilization of reagents. Less porous papers are denser, 
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and thereby expose a greater surface area by the fibers. The specific surface area 
accessible to biological macromolecules can be described as cr. For non-porous 
substrates, cr = 2/bw, where bw is the basis weight (g/m2) [6]. For glass substrates, cr ~ 
0.04 m2/g, whereas for Whatman Grade 1 filter paper (the most commonly used in paper-
based assays), cr is two orders of magnitude greater, 9.4 m2/g [6]. It is important to note 
however, that the expected properties of a purchased filter paper may drastically change 
after use. For example, homification can occur after a paper is wetted. In homification, 
fibers irreversibly collapse upon drying. Therefore the porosity, volume distribution, and 
exposed surface area can significantly change after multiple processing steps and should 
be considered in device development [6]. 
3. 3. 2 Optical properties 
The optical properties of filter paper remain important for aesthetic and spectroscopic 
reasons. Papers are often treated with dyes to enhance its brightness, providing excellent 
contrast in colorimetric applications, but interference in fluorescent ones. In spite of this, 
colorimetric readings on filter paper can have low sensitivity. Carrilho et al. developed a 
colorimetric paper assay to detect bovine serum albumin, but found that the relative 
standard deviation (RSD) between measurements for a sample was approximately 5 times 
greater than the RSD using a plastic version of the assay [ 4 7]. They attributed this to the 
high scattering produced by the fiber network. To improve the RSD, they added mineral 
oil and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to match the index of refraction of filter paper 
(1.55). While they did not identify a perfect match, such challenges should be considered, 
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especially if used in the field where environmental barriers such as dust and wind may 
interfere with optical measurements. 
3. 3. 3 Surface chemistry 
Surface treatments and coating methods allows one to manipulate the flow, reactivity, 
energetics, and aesthetic properties of the filter paper. A variety of techniques used in 
microfluidics can be applied to filter paper, both in- and post-processing [56]. To restrict 
flow into "channels" and "wells", hydrophobic barriers are patterned directly onto paper 
by wax [57], photoresist [47], or PDMS [58]. To enhance wet-strength, industries use 
polymers glyoxal-modified polyacrylimide (GPAM) and polyimide epichlorohydrin 
(PAE) [6]. Limited works also show that plasma treatment [59] and silanization [20] 
increase hydrophillicity on paper. 
The adsorption of biological reagents to filter paper highly depends on the surface 
chemistry of the fibers. Pure cellulose is slightly anionic and becomes a slightly swollen 
hydrogel upon hydration [ 6]. Nucleic acids, which are anionic, adsorb to desorb from 
filter paper differently, according to pH and molecular weight [6]. Fortunately, the charge 
of paper can easily be manipulated through surface treatments [6]. In general, proteins 
and nucleic acids attach weakly to cellulose, and as such, more covalent immobilization 
methods are sometimes desired. These methods are discussed in the next section. 
3.4 Designing paper-based assays 
To achieve quantitative and sensitive performance with paper-based assays, a variety 
of complex and novel fabrication techniques have been explored. While paper is an 
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attractive alternative substrate to glass and plastics in assay development, developing 
assays on a porous network presents unique challenges. In particular, better 
understandings in the following areas have demonstrated the versatility and robustness of 
filter paper for assay development: (i) reagent immobilization, (ii) fabrication, and (iii) 
mode of detection. 
3.4.1 Methods of biomolecule immobilization onto filter paper 
Biomolecular immobilization methods are critical in assay development because they 
can improve the sensitivity, stability, and robustness of the test. Diagnostic assays 
typically utilize a probe in order to specifically capture a target analyte. Probes can be 
biological, such as enzymes, antibodies, and aptamers, all of which bind specifically to a 
unique substrate. Alternatively, chemical probes may be used, which takes advantage of a 
chemical reaction unique to the target. Probes can be further designed such that the target 
is measured optically or electrochemically. Most assays are performed in suspension 
and/or immobilized on a solid substrate. For filter paper, its compatibility with common 
immobilization methods is not well-understood. 
The ideal immobilization method should have (1) little side reactions, (2) minimum 
processing steps, (3) minimal denaturation, (4) gentle or "soft" conditions, and (5) high 
yield [60]. While bioconjugation reactions are numerous, only some have been performed 
with success on cellulose paper. Next we describe four general methods to immobilize 
biomolecules: adsorption, chemical immobilization, biochemical immobilization, and 
carrier particles. 
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3.4.1.1 Passive adsorption 
In passive adsorption, proteins adhere to the substrate surface via Van der Waals 
forces [6]. Enzymes, antibodies, nanoparticles, aptamers, and phages can attach weakly to 
the cellulose fibers of filter paper [6] , [11], [61], [62]. While simple, adsorption onto 
filter paper is weak and results in "leaking" when samples are rewetted. Jarujamrus et al. 
found that 40% of antibodies adsorbed can just as easily desorb [63]. This may be 
advantageous in some applications, but not in others. For example, in dried blood spots 
(DBS) for HIV analysis, the entire proteomic contents of the blood spot should be easily 
eluted from the paper such that HIV biomarkers can be detected [13] . On the other hand, 
the sensitivity of electrochemical biosensors relies on immobilized enzymes. 
The degree to which molecules adsorb depends on many factors and thus method 
details must be carefully noted. Pure cellulose is slightly anionic, and thus cationic 
polymers and certain protein regions easily adsorb onto cellulose [6]. The adsorption of 
DNA, which is slightly anionic, depends on the pH and molecular weight [6]. Cationic 
papers highly adsorb most biomacromolecules, and as such, may require additional 
protein blocking in order to prevent non-specific interactions [6]. Furthermore, the 
orientation of adsorbed molecules cannot be controlled and may even accelerate 
denaturation despite high adsorption [ 6]. Overall, the interaction between the protein and 
the substrate are both sensitive to changes in pH, ionic strength, and ion interactions, and 
requires optimization on a case-by-case basis. 
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3. 4.1. 2 Chemical immobilization 
Bioconjugation, or chemical immobilization, is the covalent coupling of a biological 
macromolecule to a substrate. A more permanent form of attachment generally favors 
more stable, selective, and specific assays as well [64]. Such methods may involve 
multiple reaction steps and "hard", or harsh, chemicals that promote immobilization but 
compromise the integrity of the substrate. Due to its chemical structure, cellulose has low 
reactivity and requires activation prior to bioconjugation [6]. The functional group most 
used on cellulose is the primary hydroxyl group. Credou et al. modified cellulose using 
aryldiazonium-based chemistry to generate a free radical on the cellulose, and then 
attached various chemical groups [60]. Pelton et al. oxidized the hydroxyl group to 
generate an aldehyde, which was then conjugated to aptamers [6]. 
On filter paper, covalent immobilization has only been applied in the context of 
paper-electrochemical immunoassays. Li et al. reported one of the first examples, where 
they cross-linked gold nanoparticle-antibodies to a screen-printed working electrode 
using glutaraldehyde. They achieved high performance with a linear range over 4 orders 
of magnitude [64]. Wang et al. used glutaraldehyde and chitosan in a paper assay for 
cancer antigens in clinical samples [65]. Both studies reported amplified signal and high 
sensitivity. The latter study also demonstrated the reusability of the paper devices after 
cleaning, which would not have been possible with passively immobilized reagents. 
Whether the reuse of paper devices is reliable and/or necessary remain to be seen. 
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3. 4.1. 3 Biochemical immobilization 
In biochemical immobilization, the desired molecules are genetically engineered to 
have cellulose-binding domains. Enzymes and antibodies can be bound to cellulose or 
hemicellulose with this method, but biochemical immobilization to filter paper were 
limited to one example at the time ofthis thesis [6]. Wang et al. promoted the attachment 
of antibodies, genetically modified to include cellulose-binding domains, to filter paper 
[ 66]. Compared to synthetic paper as a substrate, the cellulosic filter paper had better 
performance in an antibody assay. 
3. 4.1.4 Carrier particles 
In this method, a uniform mixture of the reagents and colloidal particles are printed 
onto the substrate. Common colloids include nanoparticles (gold, silver, and latex) with 
absorbed proteins, such as enzymes and antibodies. Nanoparticles are inexpensive and 
have high absorption efficiency, making them useful in biosensing applications. They 
have been designed to produce quantitative colorimetric [2], [61], chemiluminescent 
measurements [ 67], [ 68]), or electrochemical [ 69] measurements. In electrochemical 
sensing applications, mediator molecules and protein reagents can be mixed with 
conductive inks used to screen print the required electrodes. 
Developing a method using carrier particles can be difficult to formulate. Furthermore 
the stability of the molecule relies on the carrier particle rather than the paper [ 6]. This 
raises stability questions that will be important to address in paper-based diagnostics. 
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3.4.1.5 Caveats 
Bioconjugation is a well-studied field. As described, the attachment of biological and 
chemical reagents depends on a variety of physical and chemical factors that must be 
investigated for each molecule. Current demonstrations of immobilization on paper-based 
assays are either done passively, with carrier particles, or cross-linking. As paper devices 
are developed for high performance and quantitative testing, immobilization techniques 
will be interesting to investigate. In addition, its impact on reagent stability will become 
an issue for technologies targeted for use in low-resource settings. 
3.4.2 Fabrication techniques 
In designing paper-based assays, it is often desired to create features that can both (1) 
manipulate flow and (2) contain solutions within certain areas of the paper. Zones can be 
designated for reagent-spotting, reaction, mixing, imaging, etc. 
3.4. 2.1 Patterning 
The most common technique to confine solutions within defined areas is by 
patterning the filter paper with hydrophobic agents. By doing so, spotted solutions will 
only adsorb into the remaining hydrophilic regions of the paper. Wax and polymers 
(photoresist) are the most common hydrophobic agents [47], [57] , and have been 
patterned by various methods: printing (type printing [70], screen-printing [71], ink-jet 
printing [72], analogue plotting [58] , pen printing [73], flexography printing [74]), 
cutting [67], etching [75], photolithography [47], and vapor phase deposition [76]. 
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These methods vary in cost, reproducibility, and ease of use. Cutting is the simplest 
and most non-destructive method, but offers the least flexibility in device design. 
Photolithographic, vapor phase, and etching methods can involve harsh chemicals that 
alter the integrity of the filter paper and require microfabrication instrumentation that is 
expensive and not easily accessible. However, intricate patterns are easily fabricated. 
Printing methods are typically fast, cheap, well-defined in the industry, and allow for the 
fabrication of intricate patterns. 
The choice of fabrication method depends on the application needs. Techniques can 
be automated, semi-automated, or manual, resulting in varying degrees of reproducibility 
and cost. In laboratory settings, manual techniques allow flexibility in prototyping. 
Solvents in photolithography, heat and pressure in printing, can all impact the interactions 
of paper and molecules. Since the physical and chemical properties of filter paper can 
easily be changed, it is important to consider any downstream effects of fabrication steps 
on assay development and performance. 
3. 4. 2. 2 Assembly 
In addition to patterning intricate features to manipulate flow, individual layers can be 
assembled into more complex 3-dimensional (3D) devices. Such devices are vertical flow 
devices, where the sample solution wicks between individual sheets of filter paper. In 
contrast, 2-dimensional (2D) paper devices operate by lateral flow, where the sample 
solution spreads within an individual sheet via capillary action. While assembling 3D-
devices is more involved, they allow for rapid distribution of samples in the vertical axis, 
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multiplex analysis, separation of reagents into multiple layers, and minimum sample 
volume requirements [50]. 
3D devices, ~lso known as "origami" paper networks, are built by stacking or folding 
sheets of paper, with each layer typically patterned with reservoirs to manipulate the flow 
as desired in both the vertical and lateral directions [62]. 3D devices also require a 
method to compress the layers together due to the repulsion of wetted layers [20]. 
Methods include tape [50], [77] , thermal lamination [62], customized encasings [65], 
[69], and spray adhesive [78] . Multiplex colorimetric, electrochemical [53], [67], [79], 
fluorescence [62], and other spectroscopic detection [80] of protein and genetic 
biomarkers have been studied with high sensitivity and specificity. In some cases, paper 
disks containing reagents have been used in conjunction with other devices [69], [81]. 
3.4.3 Detection methods 
A number of analytical techniques are possible on filter paper, summarized in Table 
3.1. We direct the reader to several comprehensive reviews of this literature [1], [50] as 
we summarize the advantages and disadvantages below. 
3. 4. 3.1 Colorimetric 
Colorimetric assays use a probe that not only specifically binds to a target analyte, but 
generates a visible color change in the solution as the binding proceeds. The 
concentration is measured by the change in color intensity, either visually or by 
absorbance measurements. There are various mechanisms to develop colorimetric assays, 
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but the use of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and gold nanoparticles (AuNP) are two of 
the most common. 
While colorimetric assays on filter paper are numerous, they do not necessarily 
provide the most quantitative or sensitive results. Colorimetric results can be analyzed by 
visual interpretation and spectroscopic imaging. While visual analysis is subjective and 
requires standardized training to be effective, a semi-quantitative result that requires no 
instrumentation may be appropriate in certain situations. Optical methods require bulky 
instrumentation, such as a spectrophotometer or scanner, which are impractical for low-
resource settings, despite their high sensitivity. Alternatively, mobile phone imaging 
provides a low-cost, sensitive, portable, and reliable mode of analyzing colorimetric 
results in the field [ 1 7]. 
3. 4. 3. 2 Chemiluminescence 
Compared to colorimetric assays, chemiluminescent assays result in light emission, 
the intensity of which correlates with the target analyte concentration. 
Chemiluminescence has become a very attractive mechanism for biochemical assays due 
to its simplicity, high specificity, and low-cost [50]. Luminol, ruthenium complexes, and 
rhodium derivatives are chemiluminescent compounds that have been used on paper [50]. 
Electrochemiluminescent variations on paper are also interesting, where a potential 
applied to the solution generates light. 
The disadvantages of chemiluminescent techniques align with the imaging problems 
associated with colorimetry. Sensitive optical equipment to capture light is needed, such 
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as a fluorescent microscope. Interestingly, Delaney et al. used a mobile phone to measure 
an electrochemically-generated signal from a paper device [50] . 
3.4.3.3 Electrochemical 
In electrochemical assays, chemical reactions result in an electrical signal, the 
magnitude of which correlates with the concentration of a target molecule. In 
electrochemical biosensors, specificity is conferred by an enzyme. Through the activity 
of the enzyme, the resulting reduction-oxidation reactions release electrons that can be 
transferred to the electrodes. Current electrochemical techniques on paper describe 
methods to enhance sensitivity by using specialized nanoparticles [64] and incorporation 
of high-conducting materials such as graphene and nanotubes [82] . 
A primary challenge to electrochemical devices is their portability and ease-of-use. 
While each test is relatively small and portable, the instrumentation (a potentiostat) 
required to perform electrochemical measurements is bulky and expensive. To overcome 
this hurdle, low-cost and less-sensitive versions are available for sale and for in-house 
fabrication. Schematics for the CheapStat are publicly available and allow one to build a 
sensitive potentiostat for USD $80. Some researchers incorporated this open-source 
material for point-of-care electrochemical development. Specifically, Zhao et al. built the 
CheapStat and demonstrated successful use with a paper electrochemical biosensor for 
glucose, uric acid, and lactate detection [83]. Alternatively, screen-printed electrodes can 
be integrated with commercial glucose meters, which operate by similar principles as 
potentiostats, albeit less complex [20]. Overall, electrochemical testing is low-cost and 
uses simple manufacturing procedures, but still requires work as point-of-care devices. 
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3. 4. 3. 4 Fluorescence 
Fluorescence assays are another spectroscopic method where the resulting changes in 
fluorescence intensity allow detection of an unknown. Fluorescent probes can be 
conjugated covalently to a target-specific protein, such as antibodies. Fluorescent 
imaging requirements also present the same challenges in low-resource settings as the 
aforementioned analytical techniques. On paper, Fronczek et al. not only developed a 
paper-based fluorescent assay for the detection of bacterial nucleic acids, but also 
collected the signal using a smartphone modified with fluorescent capture capability [84]. 
3.4.4 Challenges in designing paper-supported assays 
In spite of the extreme versatility of paper as a support in quantitative testing, gaps 
remain in furthering development into robust and point-of-care tests. First, sensitivity is 
an issue because paper fibers can interfere with spectroscopic, diffusion, and stability of 
reagents. Second, multiplex analysis is of interest. Third, current tests still require 
additional instrumentation to support data collection and analysis. This instrumentation 
adds cost, physical weight to the overall compactness of the device, and user training 
needs. Implementation of current solutions to portable testing still need evaluation in 
low-resource settings. Last but not least, reagent stability on paper and its effect on 
quantitative performance are still poorly understood. Current paper-based tests involve 
several physical and chemical processing steps of which their long-term impact on filter 
paper and biological reagents are unknown. Nonetheless, the field of paper-based 
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quantitative testing is filled with exciting opportunities for novel technology development 
and applications in sectors of public health and safety. 
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3.5 Tables 
Detection method Novel methods/applications Target analyte 
Colorimetric AuNP [61] Adenosine [61 ] 
Food safety [3] Nucleic acids [86] 
Paper microzone [47] Protein biomarkers [3] , [4], [85], 
Mobile phone imaging [ 17] [86] 
Portable device reader [85] Aerosol oxidative activity [87] 
Copper [2] 
Pollution targets [85] 
Chemiluminescence Paper microzone [82] Cancer biomarkers [82] 
AuNP [67] L-cysteine [67] 
Electrochemical Electrochemiluminescence [68], Cancer biomarkers [64], [65] , 
[88] [68], [88] 
Clinical samples [71], [88] Metabolic biomarkers [52], [71 ], 
Separation [89] [79], [83], [91] 
Aptamer probe [62] Adenosine [62] 
Environmental monitoring [53] Heavy metals [52], [53] 
Multiplex [64], [79], [83], [88] 
ELISA [90] 
Amplification materials [64], 
[65] 
Portable device reader [20] , 
[50], [83] 
Fluorescence Upconversion phosphors [92] Bacteria cells [93] 
POC device reader [93] Nucleic acids [84] 
Microzone [ 4 7] 
Smartphone imaging [84] 
Paper electronics Piezoelectric nanogenerator [94] N/A 
Wires [95] 
Piezoelectric MEMS sensors 
[96] 
Surface enhanced AuNP [80] Dye, pesticide, explosive [97] 
resonance spectroscopy 
Table 3 .1. Summary of quantitative analytical techniques demonstrated on filter paper. 
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3.6 Figures 
OH 
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OH n 
Figure 3 .1. Chemical structure of cellulose. 
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Chapter 4: Screen-printed biosensors 
4.1 Introduction 
Biosensors are analytical devices used to specifically target a biological analyte. They 
are designed with three main components [98]: 
• A biological sensing element or probe (e.g. enzymes, antibodies, aptamers) that 
specifically binds to a target 
• A transduction method that converts the binding events into a measurable signal 
(e.g. optical, colorimetric, electrochemical, piezoelectric, chemiluminescent) 
• A device reader that allows the user to easily interpret the signal as concentration 
measurements 
Variations of these components have led to a vast array of biosensors used in research 
and industries including medicine, pharma, food quality and safety, environmental 
monitoring, and forensics [99]. In choosing an appropriate biosensor, there are tradeoffs 
between size, cost, ease-of-use, throughput, and portability. Among the cheapest and 
most portable biosensors are screen-printed biosensors, which is the focus of this chapter. 
Screen-printed biosensors operate by electrochemical techniques and contribute 
largely to the medical diagnostics industry. Blood glucose meters for use by diabetics 
comprise a large share of the USD $13 billion market [99]. Glucose meters, or 
glucometers, epitomize the utility of screen-printed biosensors in personalized medicine: 
they are cheap, quick, portable, easy-to-use, and robust. Their success has driven the 
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research to expand the uses of electrochemical biosensors into health, food, and 
environmental monitoring [100], [101]. 
4.2 Detection principles 
Screen-printed biosensors contain electrochemical sensing elements that allow for 
simple, but quantitative measurement of a target analyte. Specifically, two techniques of 
interest are cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry. In both methods, a potential is 
applied in an unstirred solution such that oxidation/reduction, or redox, reactions occur in 
the electrolyte immediately adjacent to the working electrode [102]. The electroactive 
species in the bulk solution are assumed unperturbed by changes in applied potential. The 
resulting chemical reactions produce a concentration gradient between the bulk solution 
and the solution adjacent to the working electrode [102], such that a current is generated. 
This current is passed through the system via the working and counter electrodes. The 
current can be plotted with respect to the applied potential (cyclic voltarnmetry) or time 
(chronoamperometry). These plots, or cyclic voltammagrams or chronoamperometry 
profiles, can then be used to study redox couples, reaction rate kinetics, and quantify 
analytes [102]. 
It is important to distinguish between the Faradaic current and the charging current. 
The Faradaic current arises from chemical redox reactions, is diffusion-controlled, and 
decays as a function of 11"'1/t [102]. The charging current is a capacitive current inherent to 
pulse techniques, becomes negligible after a few time constants, and decays 
exponentially [103]. Therefore, in order to use voltarnmetry techniques for analytical 
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purposes, only the Faradaic current should be used. In the next sections, the current we 
refer to is the Faradaic current. 
4. 2.1 Cyclic voltammetry 
In cyclic voltammetry, current is measured as the potential is scanned between two 
extremes. As the applied potential becomes more positive (i.e. more anodic), more of the 
analyte immediately surrounding the working electrode is oxidized. The bulk solution 
concentration is assumed to be constant, resulting in a concentration gradient of oxidized 
species from the bulk solution to the electrode surface. This concentration gradient 
generates a current. At a peak anodic potential, Epa, the rate of diffusion of un-oxidized 
species to the electrode limits the current produced. As the potential reverses in the 
negative direction (i.e. more cathodic), the opposite trend occurs [102] . 
It is important to note that not all analytes undergo reversible electron transfer in 
cyclic voltammetry. Electrochemical irreversibility is caused by slow electron transfer 
between the redox species and the electrode [102] . This is influenced by chemical 
reactions that consume any electrogenerated species [102]. Irreversibility is characterized 
by a separation of peak potentials, Lllip or IEpa - Epcl, of greater than 59 mV/n, where n is 
the number of electrons that can be transferred by the redox species [102]. However, Lllip 
is also dependent on the scan rate, v [1 02]. 
An electrochemically reversible voltammagram is shown in Figure 4.1. Two currents, 
ipc and ipa, correspond to the peak cathodic and anodic currents, respectively. In a 
reversible system, ipa I ipc is approxomiately 1, whereas the ratio in irreversible systems 
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can be above or below 1. In reversible systems, the peak currents are described by the 
following equation [103]: 
1 
iv = 0.4463 (~~ y n~Avic;v~ 
Equation 4.1 
Where F is Faraday' s constant, n is the number of electrons transferred, A is the 
surface area of the working electrode, D is the diffusion constant, t is time, Co* is 
concentration, and v is the scan rate. Notice that the peak current is proportional to the 
concentration, surface area of the working electrode, and the square root of the scan rate. 
4. 2. 2 Chronoamperometry 
In chronoamperometry, a potential step is applied to bring the area immediately 
adjacent to the working electrode from a state of no net redox reactions to a state of 
oxidation or reduction of the species. The resulting change in current is described by the 
following equation, also known as the Cottrell equation [103]: 
1 
D 2 
i (t) = nF AC (TCt) 
Equation 4.2 
Where F is Faraday' s constant, n is the number of electrons transferred, D is the 
diffusion constant, t is time, C is concentration, and v is the scan rate. 
A chronoamperometry profile is shown in Figure 4.1. Using the profile, a plot of i vs 
t112 reveals a linear relationship after a certain time point. This plot is also known as the 
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Cottrell Plot [1 02]. This point marks the time at which the current is linearly related to 
concentration, for which we can use to generate a calibration curve. 
To choose an appropriate potential step, a cyclic voltammagram of the target analyte 
under the desired testing conditions should be used. The initial potential should be 
stepped from one where the Faradaic current is absent to one where it is present. While 
any potential that generates a Faradaic current may be used, a potential of ±0.120V 
greater than Epa or Eca, respectively, maximizes the resulting current [103]. By the Nemst 
equation, this potential generates more of either the oxidized or reduced species by a ratio 
of approximately 100-fold [103]. This allows for greater sensitivity if amperometry is 
used for concentration determination. 
4. 2. 3 Role of electrodes 
Both cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry use three electrodes: a working, 
reference, and counter electrode [102]. A potentiostat is used to apply a potential between 
the working and reference electrode, while the current is measured between the working 
and the counter electrode. In some techniques, a two-electrode system can be used with 
only a working and reference electrode. However, this setup can be less robust if the 
reference electrode is sensitive to additional currents running through it. Several materials 
can be used for the electrodes (Pine Instruments): 
Working electrode- The working electrode contains the surface where oxidation or 
reduction of the target analyte occurs. Only the analyte immediately surrounding the 
working electrode is subject to redox reactions. Because the measured current is directly 
proportional to the surface area of the working electrode, variations in surface roughness 
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can significantly impact measurement-to-measurement variation despite the same 
material used for the working electrode. Several metals can be used for the working 
electrode, but carbon is attractive for its low-cost, ease of manufacture, and 
bjocompatibility. 
Reference electrode - The reference electrode maintains a constant potential allowing 
for accurate electrochemical measurements [104]. As such, reference electrodes must be 
extremely stable. Silver-silver chloride, Ag/ AgCl, is widely used as the reference 
material, although carbon can also be used as a pseudo-reference [52]. 
Counter electrode - The counter electrode provides a circuit for which current can 
flow between the counter and working electrode. It helps maintain stability of the 
reference electrode and has a large surface area in order to conduct current. Ideal 
materials for counter electrodes should have high conductivity and low resistance, which 
include carbon, Ag/AgCl, and platinum. However, platinum can be expensive [105]. 
In bulk electrochemical experiments, various materials can be used for the three 
electrodes. In screen-printed biosensors, however, the material must be available as a 
paste that can be deposited and dried in order to produce a solid electrode. Graphite or 
carbon paste is often used as the material for all three electrodes. Ag/ AgCl paste can also 
be substituted as the reference electrode [ 1 04]. 
4. 2. 4 Role of mediators 
Some species require high anodic or cathodic potentials in order to achieve a 
substantial current. Such overpotentials, or large potentials beyond the thermodynamic 
requirement, can result in the oxidation of non-target species and electrode fouling, both 
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of which interfere with the signal [100], [106]. For example, NAD+, a cofactor molecule 
for dehydrogenase enzymes, requires an overpotential of +0.4V or + 1.0V vs carbon or 
gold electrodes, respectively [21]. However, the ideal window for oxidation lies between 
-0.2 to OV vs SCE where electrochemical interferences are minimal [107] . 
To reduce the overpotential, a mediator is often used to facilitate the electron transfer 
between the solution and the electrode [102]. The mechanism is illustrated in Figure 4.3. 
Optimal mediators differ for each analyte and electrode material. The ideal mediator 
should have a low molecular weight, low formal potential, stability in both the oxidized 
and reduced form, reversible electron transfer that is not rate-limiting, and a fast reaction 
rate with the target analyte [21]. For NADH oxidation, ferricyanide derivatives, 
Meldola's Blue, tetracyanoquinodimethane, carbon nanotubes, Nation, and gold 
nanoparticles are suitable mediators [100], [101], [106], [108], [109]. Mediators can be 
added as part of the bulk solution, immobilized onto the working electrode, or directly 
mixed into the working electrode prior to screen-printing [21]. 
4. 2.5 Non-reversible systems 
Deviations from reversible systems can occur m electrochemistry and are easily 
noticeable in the resulting voltarnmagrams. First, under ideal conditions, the separation 
between E pa and E pc is approximately +59 mV/n for an-electron transfer process [102] . 
Wider separations are indicative of impeded diffusion of the analyte away/from the 
electrode [103]. Several reasons account for this, including fouling of the electrode 
through adsorption of the reduced or oxidized species, consumption of the species in the 
electrolyte, unstable reference electrode, or unclean surface on the working electrode 
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[102] . Enzyme-mediated electrodes may use immobilization techniques that introduce 
diffusion barriers, resulting in lower rates of reaction [100]. 
Second, some voltammagrams do not show reversible redox peaks. A single peak 
current may be indicative of adsorption of the analyte species to the electrode. This may 
be desirable in immobilizing reagents to electrochemical biosensors. For example, 
Meldola' s Blue, a mediator for NAD+ biosensors can be non-covalently immobilized to 
electrodes through multiple iterations of cyclic voltammetry [108]. Such techniques can 
improve the sensitivity, reproducibility, and selectivity of the biosensor. However, 
changes in the peak potential can also occur. 
Third, as there may be missing peaks in cyclic voltammagrams, there may also be 
multiple oxidation/reduction peaks. This can occur if the analyte has the ability to transfer 
more than one electron during redox reactions. Alternatively, electrolyte solutions may 
contain electrochemically active species within the same potential window as the target 
analyte. Electrolyte buffers may be degassed in order to eliminate oxygen, which may 
interfere at some electrodes [ 11 0]. The addition of a mediator may also reduce the 
overpotential required [1 02] . 
Last but not least, the reproducibility of electrochemical experiments is subject to 
preparation procedures. Because the measured current correlates to the surface area of the 
working electrode, minute differences in surface roughness can affect the repeatability of 
experiments. To minimize these effects, physical and electrochemical cleaning serves as 
precautionary procedures (Pine Instruments). Physical cleaning may involve soap and 
polish for electrode surfaces and electrolyte containers. Carbon electrodes may be 
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cleaned electrochemically (cycling between potentials) or "activated" by heat or plasma 
treatment [ 111]. 
Overall, irreversible behavior can have multiple mechanisms and there is often 
overlap to explain such behavior. While the sensitivity of electrochemical techniques may 
require additional troubleshooting during method development, it remains that 
electrochemistry is a powerful and simple tool for quantitative analysis. 
4.3 Fabrication 
Screen-printing allows mass fabrication of electrochemical biosensors at low-cost and 
in flexible configurations. The resulting biosensors can be millimeters in size, allowing 
for networks, biocomposite, and multiplex configurations [100]. 
In general, screen-printed biosensors are fabricated by screen-printing conductive 
inks onto a substrate. When dried, the inks serve as electrodes for electrochemical testing 
when in contact with an electrolyte. Some of the more common inks or pastes used are 
carbon, or graphite, and Ag/ AgCl. While Ag/ AgCl is most often used as a reference 
electrode, carbon is also a stable alternative [1 04]. Both inks are attractive in screen-
printed biosensors due to their low cost, ease of fabrication, and biocompatibility [21]. A 
wide variety of substrates can be used, so long as the substrate remains stable under the 
high temperatures used to dry the electrodes. Ceramics, plastics, and filter paper have all 
been used in developing sensitive biosensors [52], [100], [112]. 
Working electrodes can be modified to enhance the sensitivity or selectivity of 
measurements. For example, mediators can be either suspended in the electrolyte or 
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incorporated into the electrode v1a adsorption, covalent attachment, polymeric 
modification, or inclusion into the electrode material [21]. Generally, systems with 
mediators closely coupled to electrodes are superior in performance than systems with the 
mediator suspended. The same is true for enzymes in enzyme-mediated biosensors. 
Enzyme immobilization may improve the stability of the reagent, but worsen diffusion 
rates and limits of detection, depending on the method of immobilization. For signal 
amplification, graphene [68] , carbon nanotubes [65], and gold nanoparticles [69] can be 
added to the working electrode. These additions are thought to accelerate electron 
transport [68] , while not increasing the mechanical stiffness of the electrodes. 
4.4 Paper electrochemical devices 
One of the first successful demonstrations of electrochemical testing on filter paper 
was a simple paper test consisting ofthree screen-printed electrodes [71]. Carbon ink was 
used for the working and counter electrodes and Ag/ AgCl for the reference electrode. 
Using photolithography, hydrophobic photoresist "wells" were patterned into the paper. 
The wells contained the ends of the electrodes as well as the necessary reagents for 
electrochemical analysis. They used oxidase enzymes to detect glucose, lactate, and uric 
acid by cyclic voltarnmetry. 
Since then, paper electrochemical testing has expanded to include other target 
antigens and improved methods of selectivity and specificity, with excellent performance. 
Other molecules detected electrochemically on filter paper include cancer antigens using 
horseradish peroxidase [65], nucleoside using aptamers [62], and heavy metals such as 
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Pb(II) and Cd [53]. Voltammetric and amperometric methods demonstrated include 
anodic stripping voltammetry and chronoamperometry. Clinical and environmental 
samples have also been used, demonstrating their potential in health and environmental 
monitoring [53] , [88]. 
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4.4 Figures 
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Figure 4.3: Mechanism of action for a mediator, which facilitates electron transfer. This 
example is for the detection ofNADH. 
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Chapter 5: Postpartum hemorrhaging 
5.1 Maternal health in the developing world 
The improvement of maternal health world-wide is one of the Millennium 
Development Goals targeted by the United Nations for 2015 [113]. Every year, more than 
500,000 women die due to complications during and after pregnancy, with a 
disproportionate amount in developing countries. Generally, maternal death is defined as 
death within 42 days of the termination of pregnancy, irrespective of duration or cause of 
termination. In developing countries, 1 in 6 women are at risk for death during pregnancy 
or childbirth. In contrast, only 1 in 30,000 women will die of similar conditions in 
developed countries [113]. Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia suffer the most from maternal 
health-related deaths, with several occurring in rural areas. The drastic discrepancy can 
be attributed to several factors encountered in low-resource settings, including weak 
health systems, high rates of fertility, and poor availability of data [ 113]. The challenges 
are further compounded by the prevalence of infectious diseases such as HIV and 
malaria, which not only increase the risk factor of morbidity during pregnancy, but 
confound the current data on actual causes of death [ 113]. To address these issues, certain 
intervention strategies have been found successful: the liberalization of abortion laws, 
control of infectious diseases, ensuring access to hospital care, and the provision of 
midwifery services pre- and post-pregnancy. Nonetheless, the success of these methods 
has varied widely, with rural areas still remaining highly impacted by poor maternal 
health [113], [114]. 
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5.2 Postpartum hemorrhaging 
Postpartum hemorrhaging (PPH) remams the number one cause of maternal 
morbidity [115], accounting for more than 30% of all maternal-related deaths [116]. In 
certain regions around the world, high prevalence of hypertension, anemia, and sepsis 
also contribute to maternal morbidity [115]. PPH is defined as the loss of more than 500 
milliliters of blood within 24 hours of childbirth. Severe bleeding can be fatal and thus 
requires immediate recognition and treatment [23]. However, this can be clinically 
difficult to diagnose due to the lack of obvious symptoms [115], stressing the importance 
of skilled care during the birthing process in order to treat and maintain obstetrical 
hemorrhaging. This becomes a major problem in developing countries, where a large 
number of births occur in rural areas, non-hospital settings, or simple health facilities 
[23]. 
5.2.1 Treatment 
The primary cause of postpartum hemorrhaging is the loss of muscle contraction in 
the uterine musculature [23]. PPH is easily prevented and managed with a class of drugs 
called uterotonics, which include the naturally secreted hormone, oxytocin [116]. 
However, oxytocin must be administered intravenously, requiring a sterile needle, 
accurate dosing, and a skilled technician [ 116]. Furthermore, the hormone is light-
sensitive and requires refrigeration. The associated costs with cold-chain transport and 
administration of oxytocin are often too expensive and unfeasible for wide distribution in 
low- to middle-income countries [114]. 
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Alternatively, misoprostol is a synthetic prostaglandin E that is marketed for the 
prevention of gastric ulcers (Cytotec, Pfizer, USA). Off-label, misoprostol has been 
demonstrated for use as a uteronic to treat PPH [114]. Furthermore, the drug has several 
attractive qualities as an alternative to oxytocin in developing countries. Misoprostol is 
available as a tablet, allowing oral administration and eliminating the need for a cold-
chain [117]. Tablets are extremely cheap (USD $1 per dose) and stable at room 
temperature for years [117]. While there is some debate that misoprostol is less-effective 
than oxytocin in controlled clinical settings, a study with 1620 pregnant women in India 
proved that the use of misoprostol to prevent PPH was not only safe and effective, but 
more effective than providing a placebo and suitable in situations where no physician was 
present [114]. While suggested as an alternative, by the World Health organization 
(WHO), to treat PPH where oxytocin is unavailable or cannot be safely administered, 
misoprostol is not widely used due to controversy over its ability induce abortions [115]. 
5.2.2 Challenges 
In spite of the success with misoprostol to treat PPH in developing countries, recent 
findings suggest that misoprostol tablets are not as stable as believed. Previous literature 
noted that misoprostol tablets are quite stable at various temperatures for long durations 
(months) [23] , [117]. However, several manufacturers in developing countries produce 
generic misoprostol tablets, and as such, the potency, and quality of distributed tablets do 
not all undergo rigorous procedures for quality control [24]. Chu et al. found that 
misoprostol dispersed in water or saline-water was relatively stable at room temperature. 
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After 6 days however, mass spectroscopy analysis revealed that the recovery of 
misoprostol was approximately 50%, suggesting the importance of modifying the dose in 
clinical situations [118]. Similar results were found by high performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC), where exposure to humidity was the primary cause of 
degradation [24]. Hall et al. found that the method of packaging misoprostol significantly 
impacted rnisoprostol content in tablets after 3 years. While additional investigations are 
necessary to characterize the stability of generic misoprostol tablets, there is enough 
evidence to motivate the need for simple and economic assessment of misoprostol quality 
at any point in the medicine supply-chain. 
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Chapter 6: Development of a Jt-paper electrochemical device, JtPED, for ethanol 
quantification 
6.1 Introduction 
Recall from Chapter 3 that the development of flP ADs, or micro-paper analytical 
devices, demonstrated potential for low-cost, point-of-care technology for global health 
applications [ 1]. The work with quantitative analysis using flP ADs has since transitioned 
from simple colorimetric outputs to electrochemical, chemiluminescent, and even 
piezoelectric modes of detection. 
Compared to colorimetry, electrochemical methods of analysis are more quantitative 
and quick. flPEDs, or micro-paper electrochemical devices, are similar to flP ADs, but 
have screen-printed electrodes that come into contact with the sample in question. 
Voltarnmetric or amperometric techniques are then performed, which causes current 
changes that reflect the concentration of the target analyte and/or electrochemical 
behavior [52], [71]. Electrochemical methods also have better sensitivity and selectivity 
than colorimetric methods when the proper potentials or materials are chosen [71]. 
Furthermore, electrochemical readouts do not have reader errors associated with relying 
on the eye to make estimations based on color [71], [119]. Recent work in flPEDs have 
successfully demonstrated the detection of lead and cadmium in simulated-polluted water 
samples [53], antigen detection by a paper-based enzyme-linked immunosorbant assay 
(ELISA) [90], metabolic markers in some biological samples [52] , [71], and separation of 
uric and ascorbic acid mixtures [89]. In all studies, amperometric sensing in flPEDs had 
comparable or better limits of detection than similar assays on non-paper substrates. 
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In spite of the high sensitivity and specificity demonstrated by J..tPEDs, little is known 
about reagent stability on paper and its effect on quantitative performance. Dry reagent 
storage on paper is known to cause some amount of degradation, but this has never been 
studied in the context of electrochemical testing on filter paper. J..tPEDs, or screen-printed 
paper biosensors, often utilize enzymes that select for a target analyte, thus imparting 
specificity to the device [101] . Because these and other biological macromolecules are 
sensitive to a number of factors (e.g. storage method, temperature, humidity, and pH 
[ 19]), there is a need to understand the influence of preparation methods on the 
quantitative performance of J..tPEDs. In this way, the field can make informed decisions 
on developing robust paper devices for quantitative testing. 
In this chapter, we discuss the development of a J..tPED for quantitative and robust 
analysis. We chose to optimize the J..tPEDs for use with an NAD+-dependent enzyme, 
alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH), which is primarily selective for primary alcohols. NAD+-
dependent enzymes are often overlooked in biosensor development in favor of oxidases 
despite the facts that: (1) there are over 200+ NAD+ dependent enzymes used in the 
health, food, and environmental control industry, (2) NAD+-dependent enzymes do not 
require oxygen as oxidases do, where oxygen is a source of electrochemical interference, 
and (3) NAD+-dependent enzymes can achieve 100% enzyme-conversion efficiency [21]. 
We fabricated the J..tPEDs by screen-printing, which is not only the most common method 
in the industry for amperometric biosensors, but also allows for rapid fabrication and 
device prototyping. We investigated the effect of reagent immobilization methods, 
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stabilizers, and surface treatments on the biosensor performance. With this platform, we 
demonstrate quantitative testing on filter paper for ethanol analysis. 
6.2 Methods 
6. 2.1 Materials 
Glutaraldehyde, alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) from Saccharomyces cerevisiae, beta-
nicotinamide dinucleotide (NAD+), bovine serum albumin (BSA), potassium ferricyanide 
(KCN), ethanol (EtOH), phosphate buffer (PB) was purchased from Sigma. Whatman 
Grade 1 filter paper was purchased from Fisher Scientific. Trehalose was donated from 
SriTechnologies (GA, USA). 3-aminopropyldimethylsiloxane (APDMES) was purchased 
from Gelest, Inc. Graphite and Ag/ AgCl ink was purchased from Ercon, Inc (MA, USA). 
6. 2. 2 11P ED fabrication 
f.lPEDs were fabricated according to previously described methods [52]. Briefly, 
hydrophilic reaction zones were created on Whatman Grade 1 filter paper using a wax 
printer. The wax-patterned papers were melted on a hot plate for 3 minutes at 100°C. 
Then, graphite ink was screen-printed using a homemade stencil. The stencil pattern was 
designed in AutoCAD and cut into a cellulose acetate film, 0.05 mm thickness, with a 
cutter plotter (Graphtec Craft ROBO Pro, Graphtec America, CA, USA). The patterned 
sheets were dried on a hot plate for 20 minutes at 65°C, then cooled at room temperature 
for 1 minute. 
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6. 2. 3 Reagent preparation 
We determined that 5 f..Ll was an optimal sample volume for the reaction zone in the 
f..LPEDs. This volume did not oversaturate nor undersaturate the zone. f..LPEDs were 
prepared with 500 mM KCN (0.1M PB, pH 7) spotted onto the reaction zone. After 1 
hour of drying, the paper tests were tested with various dilutions ofNAD+ solution (0.1M 
PB, pH 7). The effect of storing NAD+ on each f..LPED was also studied by spotting the 
reaction zone with NAD+ dissolved in 500 mM KCN. Pre-stored tests were dried for 24 
hours at room temperature prior to testing with a sample solution of buffer or ethanol. 
Ethanol solutions were prepared in glass vials, diluted in 0.1M PB, pH 7. 
6. 2. 4 Immobilization of enzyme 
A stock solution containing 1 mg/ml alcohol dehydrogenase and 10 mM NAD+ was 
made. 20, 30, or 35 f..Ll of the stock solution was mixed with 1 f..ll of 5% BSA and 5, 10, or 
20 f..Ll of 5% glutaraldehyde. All reagents were dissolved in 500 mM KCN (0.1M PB). 
The mixture was spotted on each f..LPED and dried for 2 hours at room temperature. 
6. 2. 5 Increasing surface wettability 
To test the effect of increasing surface wettability, APDMES was added to the 
reaction zone prior to the addition of other reagents. Briefly, 2% APDMES was spotted 
twice into the reaction zone, with a 15-minute drying period in between. ADH and NAD+ 
were spotted on APDMES-prepared f..LPEDs as described above. 
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6. 2. 6 Electrochemical detection of ethanol 
Alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) is an enzyme that specifically metabolizes ethanol 
(EtOH) and requires b-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) as a cofactor 
molecule: 
ADH 
EtOH + NAD+ ~Aldehyde+ NADH 
NADH ~ NAD+ + H+ + 2e-
Equation 6.1 
Equation 6.2 
Equation 6.3 
After the oxidation of ethanol and application of an oxidation potential, the formation 
of NAD+ could be amperometrically detected with the help of a mediator, potassium 
ferricyanide (Fe(III)CN63-). The mediator facilitates the electron transfer between the 
electrode and the electrolyte. Briefly, the presence of NADH is rapidly oxidized as 
ferricyanide is reduced to ferrocyanide. The ferrocyanide is detected amperometrically by 
oxidation. 
Cyclic voltammetry and amperometry were performed on J..tPEDs using a potentiostat 
(CH Instruments 440). In cyclic voltammetry, a sample solution was spotted onto the 
reaction zone, allowed to incubate for 60 seconds prior to initiating the cyclic 
voltammetry conditions (+0.6V to -0.6V, 100 mV/s, unless otherwise noted). In 
amperometry, a step potential was frrst applied prior to addition of the sample. The step 
potential was chosen based on the peak anodic potential from a voltammagram. Data 
analysis was performed using a customized MATLAB script. For J..tPEDs used for ethanol 
analysis, apparent binding constants (Km app) were calculated using the Lineweaver-Burke 
Plot. 
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Outliers that were discarded from analysis included measurements from incorrect 
spotting of the sample to the JlPEDs. 
6.3 Results 
6. 3.1 Characterization of a paper electrochemical device 
Screen-printing allowed for the quick and reproducible fabrication of several JlPEDs 
within an hour (Figure 6.1 ). The height of the electrode could be controlled by the 
thickness of the stencil and the pressure applied during screen-printing. On average, the 
height of the electrodes above the filter paper was 115 ± 20 Jlm (n=4), which influenced 
the electrical resistance between the reaction zone and the region of connection to the 
potentiostat. The filter paper has a thickness of 180-200 Jlm (Whatman). The addition of 
the wax thickened the filter paper, slightly decreasing its flexibility. 
Potassium ferricyanide was used as a mediator to reduce the overpotential ofNAD+. 
Using cyclic voltammetry at a scan rate of 0.05 V/s, we observed a peak potential 
separation, Epa - Epc, of approximately 0.21 V vs carbon and a ipc/ipc of approximately 
1.05 ± 0.256 (n=5) (Figure 6.2A). The peak anodic potential, Epa, and peak cathodic 
potential, Epc, were approximately -0.05 V and -0.26V v carbon, respectively. Within the 
same scanning window, J.lPEDs treated with APDMES exhibited different metrics 
(Figure 6.2B). First, the Epa shifted positively to approximately +0.4V v carbon. Second, 
no distinct cathodic peak was observed. While these metrics indicated that the redox 
reactions were not electrochemically reversible, but rather quasi-reversible to irreversible, 
this did not impact our analysis for concentration determinations. Since (i) the analyte of 
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interest in our system was the reduced cofactor, NADH (Equation 6.2) and (ii) we 
observed clear peaks representing the oxidation of NADH, the measured current was still 
directly proportional to the concentration ofNADH (Equation 4.1 , Equation 4.2). 
Subsequent amperometric measurements were determined with a potential step of 
+0.3V v carbon. The response of the biosensor to NAD+ addition was apparent with a 
concentration of 0.25 mM (Figure 6.4A). 
6. 3. 2 Reagent storage on paper alters biosensor performance 
In order to use our 1-1PEDs with NAD+-dependent enzymes, it was important to 
determine the minimum amount of NAD+ to saturate the electrodes such that the test 
sensitivity would not be limited by the cofactor concentration. Several studies on NAD+ 
biosensors made of plastic and ceramic suggest a minimum of 2 mM NAD+ [21]. We 
found significant differences in current responses when NAD+ was applied immediately 
for analysis versus NAD+ that was pre-stored on the 1-1PED. With freshly applied 
reagents, the signal saturated with 0.25 mM NAD+. However, with dried reagents, a 20-
fold larger concentration was required to reach saturation, suggesting the occurrence of 
signal loss due to degradation (Figure 6.3A). 
However, the response was partially restored when trehalose was included during 
storage (Figure 6.3C). Changing the surface chemistry of filter paper with APDMES 
both restored the performance ofNAD+ and amplified the signal by 10-fold (Figure 6.4). 
Interestingly, the cyclic voltarnmagram was barely quasireversible with APDMES-
prepared tests, with one prominent anodic peak. Because the anodic peak represents the 
oxidation of NAD+, this was determined to not negatively affect NAD+ biosensing. 
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However, the anodic peak potential shifted significantly from -0.05V to +0.4V v carbon. 
Under these conditions, NAD+ was still distinguishable above the blank but required a 
larger overpotential for amperometric measurement (Figure 6.2). Given these results, we 
concluded that a minimum of 5 mM NAD+ was sufficient for !-!PEDs with and without 
dried reagents. 
6. 3. 3 Effect of covalent and passive immobilization of reagents on ethanol measurements 
After including alcohol dehydrogenase, we successfully used the !-!PED to quantify 
ethanol and approximate the apparent binding constant, Kmapp' for ethanol (summarized in 
Table 6.1 ). Using reagents that were passively immobilized on the !-!PED (i.e. spotted and 
stored in the reaction zone), the linear range was found to be 0 to 1 7 mM ethanol (Figure 
6.5). Covalent immobilization of the reagents using glutaraldehyde was less successful, 
with a linear range between 0 and 171 mM ethanol. 
With glutaraldehyde (Figure 6.7) and large enzyme loadings (Figure 6.5), the reaction 
zone became significantly less hydrophilic. In particular, when a sample was applied to 
the reaction zone, the sample would wick slower to the electrodes (5 seconds or more). 
As such, these !-!PEDs had poor sensitivity. With passive immobilization, we also 
compared the effect to using a screen-printed Ag/AgCl reference electrode. For tests with 
Ag/ AgCl reference electrodes, a larger overpotential was required to achieve a linear 
range between 0 and 4 mM (Figure 6.6). 
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6.4 Discussion & Conclusions 
6. 4.1 Carbon as a practical and robust reference electrode 
We successfully developed a simple method to fabricate paper electrochemical 
devices for the quantitative measurement of ethanol. Carbon was a practical and robust 
reference electrode that enabled a linear detection range of 0 to 17 mM ethanol (Figure 
6.5). The graphite material simplified the simpler screen-printing procedure. 
Furthermore, it's ease-of-use, low-cost, and biocompatibility make it attractive for 
screen-printed biosensors [120]. While Ag/AgCl is a more common reference electrode 
in electrochemistry, we observed a lower peak oxidation potential and a larger linear 
range of detection with a carbon reference (Figure 6.6). With Ag/ AgCl, an overpotential 
of +0.5V v Ag/AgCl was needed for amperometric sensing, whereas only +0.2V v 
carbon. A lower overpotential reduces the likelihood of oxidizing electroactive species 
that may interfere with the measurements [1 02]. 
In spite of the quasi-reversible electron transfer observed by cyclic voltammetry for 
NAD+ -sensing on 11PEDs, the currents measured were still proportional to the 
concentration of target analyte. This was because the analyte of interest was the reduced 
cofactor, NADH, and we were able to clearly observe its oxidation in the forward scan of 
cyclic voltammetry (Figure 6.2). Separation of peak potentials larger than expected for a 
reversible system, such as we observed in 11PEDs, are due to slow electron transfer 
between the electrolyte and the electrode [102]. On paper, the observed separation of 
0.21 V v carbon may be due to impeded diffusion by the network of cellulose fibers 
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and/or the high concentration of detection reagents used, which may reduce the effective 
pore size of the matrix. 
Mediators play an important role in reducing the high overpotential required to detect 
some analytes electrochemically. For NAD+, + l.OV v SCE is needed, which can lead to 
high signal interference [21]. The ideal mediator should be low-molecular weight, 
undergo rapid charge transfer at a decreased and low voltage, be stable in the oxidized 
and reduced form, and have reversible, non-rate-limiting electron transfer [21]. Several 
mediators have been studied for optimal performance with NAD+, including orth- and 
para-quinones, quinoneimines, and phenylenediimines [21]. Ferricyanide derivatives, as 
used in our studies, are effective for NAD+ but not necessarily deemed optimal [21] , 
[ 121]. Nonetheless, ferricyanide is widely used and less toxic than some mediators 
recommended for NAD+, an important consideration in developing safe POC diagnostics. 
The specificity, reproducibility, and time-to-result could be further improved by mass 
fabrication with automated machines. In our studies, fabrication was done manually, with 
high likelihood of batch-to-batch variation. An automated screen-printing machine and 
industrial oven would be preferable. Small variations in height and thickness can affect 
the current measurements and surface area of the working electrode. The surface 
roughness of the working electrode should also be considered in future studies, as it can 
affect variations in measurements. Nonetheless, our method shows promise as the linear 
range of detection remained consistent among different batches of f.!PEDs (Table 6.1 ). 
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6. 4. 2 Robust testing with stored reagents 
The utility of POC testing in the field is further enhanced by reagents stored directly 
on the device. We found that ~-tPEDs with pre-stored detection reagents (enzyme, 
cofactor, and mediator) could sensitively measure ethanol (Figure 6.6). However, some 
degradation was likely, as evident by the rescue ofNAD+ response when the cofactor was 
dried with trehalose (Figure 6.3). Trehalose is a disaccharide sugar used in the 
pharmaceutical industry to stabilize antibodies and vaccines during freeze-drying [25]. 
Others have also shown similar effects of trehalose in paper assays, but with the storage 
of antibodies or horseradish peroxidase enzymes [17], [35]. Because trehalose is known 
to prolong the half-life of reagents by weeks, our findings demonstrate the potential of 
~-tPEDs to be used without reagent preparation procedures in the field. 
However, reagent degradation not only occurs during drying processes, but during 
storage processes as well. Biological macromolecules are especially sensitive to changes 
in temperature, humidity, pH, and contaminants [26], [122]. Consequently, reagents used 
in quantitative biological assays must not only be characterized for long-term 
performance, but also optimized for robust reagent storage. Future work should be 
directed in evaluating the efficacy of other stabilizers. 
6. 4. 3 Effect of increasing surface wettability 
Signal amplification methods are often of interest in diagnostics development in order 
to improve sensitivity and stability. In electrochemical sensing on filter paper, APDMES, 
an amine-functionalized silane, has been used for this purpose [20]. APDMES not only 
amplified the signal, but preserved the performance of the cofactor (Figure 6.4). The 
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silane is believed to increase the wettability and hydrophilicity of the cellulose fibers, 
thereby increasing the wicking rate of reagents to the electrode [20]. Interestingly, signal 
saturation with pre-stored NAD+ also occurred at less than 1 mM, suggesting that 
APDMES played a role in preserving the molecule during drying. We hypothesize that 
the more hydrophilic fibers , due to the addition of APDMES, stabilized the molecule 
during drying. The improvement of enzyme adhesion to electrodes by silanization has 
been documented in the literature [123]. Further investigation on how APDMES affects 
cellulose fibers would be worthwhile in paper biosensor development. 
6. 4. 4 Enzyme immobilization method alters apparent binding constant 
The ethanol response on j.LPEDs appeared to follow Michaelis-Menten-like kinetics, 
with a linear and saturation region. This has been observed in other works developing 
biosensors using alcohol dehydrogenase [124]-[126]. As such, the apparent binding 
constant, or Km app, can be defined by: 
1/Iss = 1/Imax Km app /ImaxC 
where Iss is the steady-state current after the addition of substrate, C the substrate 
concentration in the bulk solution, and Imax is the maximum current measured under 
saturated substrate conditions. A low Km app suggests strong binding between the substrate 
and the enzyme. 
However, Km app values not only depend on the enzyme-substrate interaction, but can 
be influenced by a number of external factors. These include the diffusion of the substrate 
through the electrolyte and immobilization matrix, transducer response time and 
sensitivity, linear range of the quantified analyte (e.g. NAD+), and any structural and 
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molecular mobility changes induced by preparation procedures (e.g. immobilization) 
[126]. These mechanisms explain how the Kmapp we obtained with our jlPEDs compares 
to those in the literature. 
For example the Km of alcohol dehydrogenase for ethanol is 2.1 mM in spectroscopic 
assays (Sigma). With our 11PEDs, the binding constant was measured to approximately 5 
mM and 2.4 mM using a carbon and Ag/ AgCl reference electrode, respectively (Table 
6.1 ). The slight variation in binding constant could be due to physical interactions of the 
electrode material with the biological reagents. The concentration of reagents to the 
electrodes by the cellulose fibers [52], may enhance substrate-enzyme kinetics. In 
contrast, NAD+ has been observed to adsorb preferentially to carbon electrodes, which 
may explain decreased kinetics [21]. Nonetheless, the binding constants we observed are 
in the same order of magnitude as that reported by the manufacturer, as well as in other 
amperometric systems using glassy carbon electrodes [125], [126]. Therefore, we 
concluded that the binding affinity of alcohol dehydrogenase to ethanol was not 
significantly affected by the filter paper, reagents, and electrode materials alone. 
Covalent immobilization of enzyme to electrode is often desirable in order to enhance 
the stability, sensitivity, and selectivity of biosensor [127]. Enzyme immobilization is 
particularly difficult on graphite electrodes due to the little number of active groups on 
the working surface [128]. Activation by electrochemical or covalent methods is often 
required. Glutaraldehyde allows the immobilization of several biological and chemical 
molecules [128] Furthermore, enzyme immobilization prevents reagent leakage, which 
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negatively impacts the charge transfer kinetics between the reagent and the electrode. 
This phenomenon occurs with passive immobilization. 
The binding constant was markedly decreased with the immobilization of reagent via 
glutaraldehyde (Table 6.1 ). Reports of Km app for glutaraldehyde immobilization 
procedures for dehydrogenases suggest that the conditions of immobilization determine 
whether Kmapp decreases or increases [127]. For example, Zhou et al. obtained higher 
Kmapp using glutaraldehyde to cross-link the same enzyme to alginate-chitosan beads 
[ 124]. The increased binding constant, which reflected a lower affinity of the enzyme for 
the substrate, is likely due to the decreased molecular mobility of the dehydrogenase in 
the cross-linked network of glutaraldehyde [129]. Consequently, the enzyme is more 
resistant to conformational changes. Conversely, on paper, it was likely that the 
glutaraldehyde matrix reduced the leakage of reagents from the electrodes. Further work 
is needed to fully understand the mechanisms in which glutaraldehyde can affect enzyme-
substrate kinetics on filter paper. 
Because amperometric sensing in screen-printed biosensors requires a fast wicking 
rate, glutaraldehyde immobilization was not considered successful in our study. In order 
to use amperometry to quantify analytes, assumptions about diffusion are extremely 
important [1 02]. In the optimization of 11PEDs for ethanol detection, we observed that 
some preparation procedures resulted in poor wicking of the sample solution to the 
electrodes. Specifically, this occurred with high concentrations of enzyme and 
immobilization of the enzyme. In the former case, there was poor sensitivity, possibly 
due to the enzyme clogging the pores of the filter paper. In the latter case, the 
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glutaraldehyde cross-linking may have also reduced the poor size of the filter paper, 
impeding flow. While raising the binding constant may be of interest in applications that 
do not require low limits of detection, alternative immobilization methods should be 
investigated, include direct mixing with the electrode material. 
6. 4. 5 Potential in POC diagnostics 
This work demonstrates several opportunities in diagnosis and monitoring. First, this 
work has potential applications in alcohol monitoring for public safety. The linear range 
of ethanol detection was between 0 and 10 mM using !J.PEDs with a carbon reference 
electrode. The lowest legal limit of blood alcohol content (BAC) in the United States is 
0.08% (as of 2014), which corresponds to an equivalent of 17 mM ethanol. Second, this 
work serves as a platform the detection of analytes that can be targeted by NAD+-
dependent enzymes. Such enzymes are reportedly used in the dairy, food, and 
environmental monitoring sectors [21]. 
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6.5 Tables 
R t. I<. app R I d K arr I . e erence T m R b"l" e ate 111 va ues m reatment epeata 1 1ty . 
electrode (mM) literature 
• 2.1 (spectroscopic assay) 
10.0± • 7 mM (screen-printed 
none 2.0 n=2 plastic biosensor) [126] 
• 0.7 (CNT-modified GCE) 
[108] 
Carbon + 5.6± 
n=2 n/a APDMES 0.6 
• 37.33 mM (GA alginate-
+GA 3.7 n/a chitosan beads) [124] 
• 1.9 (GA modified GCE) 
[125] 
Ag/AgCl + 2.8 ± n=2 n/a APDMES 0.6 
Table 6.1 : Apparent binding constants, Km app, observed with !J.PEDs and in the literature. 
Repeatability reflected the performance of different batches of fabricated !J.PEDs. GA = 
glutaraldehyde. 
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6.6 Figures 
Figure 6.1: Screen-printed micro-paper electrochemical devices (!!PEDs). The working 
(WE), reference (RE), and counter (CE) electrodes were all fabricated from carbon ink. 
The working zones (WZ) are the white regions, whereas the darker regions are 
hydrophobic. Scale bar = 1 em. 
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Figure 6.2: Representative cyclic voltammagrams of NAD+ sensmg usmg !-!PEDs. 
Detection of NAD+ when (A) spotted on !-!PEDs and (B) stored on APDMES-prepared 
!-!PEDs for 24 hours, 4°C with silica beads. Arrow denotes direction of scan. 
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Chapter 7: Stability Measurements of Antibodies Stored on Paper 
7.1 Introduction 
Filter paper has been the focus of recent research as a platform for POC diagnostics 
due to the material's extremely low-cost, light-weight, high wicking ability, and capacity 
to hold reagents [ 4]. Within the last three years, a variety of paper micro fluidic assays 
have been developed for immunological and electrochemical measurements of a range of 
biomolecules and chemicals relevant to health, food, and water safety [3] , [16], [53], 
[62], [65], [71], [90]. Important fabrication techniques have also been developed to 
explore the complexity, automation, and reproducibility of such tests [1], [38] , [57] , [65], 
[82] , [88] , [91]. In most studies, reagents are spotted and dried onto the filter paper 
device. At the time of use, only a small volume of sample solution is needed to rehydrate 
the reagents necessary to carry out the rest of the assay. Compared to traditional 
substrates for diagnostics and microfluidic assays, such as glass and plastics, filter paper 
represents a cheaper and more light-weight alternative for quantitative, sensitive, and 
specific analysis. 
However, a critical consideration for assays is the effect of reagent stability on the 
performance of a test. Protein reagents that denature can lose their function, thereby 
reducing the sensitivity of a test, limiting its shelf-life, and increasing the rate of 
misdiagnosis. Protein loss occurs through a variety of processes, including adsorption 
onto surfaces and degradation due to high temperatures, shear stress, contamination, and 
other processing steps [31]. For example, the binding capacity of antibodies was shown 
to decrease with increasing temperature and exposure duration [ 66]. 
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Reagent stability can be studied by observing the change in output signal over time, 
where the signal measured depends on the metrics ofthe assay. For example, in enzyme-
linked immunosorbant assays (ELlS As), the stability of enzymes, antibodies, and 
antigens have been quantified by the optical signal intensity or absorbance [130] , [131 ]. 
Overall, the reproducibility of signal intensities from control experiments provides 
information on the relative thermostability of reagents and overall shelf-life of the 
product. 
With the exception of a handful of studies, our understanding of stability of reagents 
on filter paper is limited. It is well-established that antibodies and DNA can be stored on 
paper under moderate conditions for later use in qualitative assessment [11], [22]. For 
example, in developing countries, dried blood spots (DBS) containing infant blood 
spotted onto filter paper are sent to larger cities with the means to reconstitute the blood 
for HIV diagnosis. In one study, HIV could be detected from DBS stored after 9 months 
at temperatures up to 3 7°C [9]. Storage in humid conditions for 20 weeks did not cause 
false-positives in another [14]. 
Alternatively, various biomolecules, chemicals, and nanoparticles have been used in 
paper-based microfluidic assays designed for quantitative analysis, yet the influence of 
storage conditions was rarely examined [4]. In some colorimetric paper-based analytical 
devices, researchers noted the quick degradation in activity of paper-stored enzymes 
within days [17], [38]. With the addition of trehalose, a known preservative for dry 
reagent storage, reagent activity and stability could both be enhanced over longer periods 
[17], [38], [130]. The data on thermostability, or brief exposure to extreme temperatures, 
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of reagents on paper is also limited. In separate studies, gold nanoparticles, DNA 
aptamers, and antirabbit IgG antibodies exhibited relatively good thermostability, 
however, their long-term activity were not probed in detail [66][61]. 
Investigating such limits of filter paper is becoming more relevant with the growing 
interest in paper and other non-traditional mediums for microfluidic POC diagnostics for 
global health [4], [41] , [45]. In resource-constrained settings, reagent storage must be 
inexpensive, simple, refrigeration-free, and exhibit reasonable chemical inertness and 
thermostability. Without robust storage, the capacity for quantitative testing is limited, as 
is the distribution of paper-based methods oftesting. 
To our knowledge, the stability of antibodies stored on filter paper has not been 
quantified using flow cytometry. Flow cytometry is a quantitative technique that uses a 
fluorescent antibody to quantify cells that express a particular marker. The relative mean 
fluorescence intensity (MFI) for a given sample can be used for diagnostics and to 
compare reagent performance (e.g. measure antibody stability) [132]. In our work, we 
developed a method to use flow cytometry to study the activity profile of antibodies dried 
on filter paper over time. In addition, we showed that this method could be used to 
identify simple and low-cost paper treatments that can improve long-term reagent 
stability. We propose that we can extend our fmdings to the storage of other biomolecules 
stored on other paper-based devices. 
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7.2 Methods 
7. 2.1 Choice of antibody 
We studied the stability of fluorescein-conjugated IgG1 antibodies against beta-1 
integrin. Integrins are important cell-surface proteins that regulate cell signaling, cycle, 
shape, and motility [133]. This antibody was ideal for our purposes because it was 
commercially available and its target antigen, integrin, has been widely studied by 
multiple techniques on various cells, including prostate cancer cells, which were used in 
this study [134], [135]. 
7. 2. 2 Spotting, storage, and reconstitution of filter paper-dried reagents 
The general method for drying and reconstitution included the following components: 
(1) Drying: 20 !J.l of a stock solution of commercial antibody (200 !J.g/rnl) (Santa Cruz 
Biotech, Cat. #13590) was spotted onto Grade 1 filter paper (Whatrnan, GE Healthcare) 
approximately 1 ern in diameter. After spotting, the filter paper was covered to prevent 
photo bleaching and adsorption of air-borne contaminants, and left to dry overnight in the 
dark at room temperature (20-25°C). (2) Storage: After drying, each filter paper was 
transferred to a plastic petri dish, sealed with Parafilrn, and stored for a predetermined 
period. Silica beads (Sigma Aldrich) were included in the dish as needed. (3) 
Reconstitution: To re-obtain the reagent, each filter paper was submerged in 200 !J.l of 
buffer in a 50 ml conical tube. The buffer contained 10% dialyzed fetal bovine serum, or 
FBS, in distilled phosphate buffer saline solution, or DPBS pH 7 and 0.1% Tween 20. 
Initially, the tubes were left on a shaker for 16 hours at room temperature. After 
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optimization, the tubes were left on the bench for 90 minutes at room temperature. At the 
end of this period, 120 j.!l of the remaining buffer was extracted and used to stain prostate 
cancer cells for flow cytometry. 
We also studied variations of this method. For glass-stored antibodies, the method 
described above was followed, except that: the reagent was spotted directly onto a glass 
coverslip, the reconstitution buffer was spotted directly over the dried reagent and left 
idle for 90 minutes. For storage with trehalose (Sri Technologies Inc., Dalton, GA, USA) 
or albumin from bovine serum (Sigma), 15 Ill of the stock antibody solution was mixed 
with 5 Ill of a stock solution of the stabilizer in TBST. The concentration of the latter 
solution was adjusted according to its desired final concentration in the mixture. 
7. 2. 3 Integrin flow cytometry 
Prostate cancer cells, or PC-3 cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) were cultured in 
F12K media (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) supplemented with 10% v/v FBS, and 1% v/v 
penicillin/streptomycin (10,000 IU/ml penicillin; 10,000 j.!g/ml streptomycin) (all cell 
culture reagents were from ATCC). The cells were maintained at 37°C, 5% C02 in an 
incubator. At 80-90% confluency, cells were harvested with trypsin and resuspended at a 
final concentration of 5x106 cells/mi. 100 j.!l of the suspension were pipetted into each 
FACS tube, centrifuged (2000 rpm, 3 minutes). The cell pellet was resuspended and fixed 
in 1% paraformaldehyde (Sigma) for 10 minutes and then incubated with the antibody 
solutions (total volume 120 j.!l) for 30 minutes at room temperature. After incubation, the 
cells were centrifuged and resuspended in 500 Ill of cold PBS. Positive and negative 
controls were cells incubated with or without 20 Ill of the antibody stock solution (200 
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j..lg/ml), respectively. Stained cells were analyzed for integrin binding by a flow 
cytometer (BD F ACSCalibur). It is important to note that the optimal amount of antibody 
used for the positive control was determined by titration. This amount allowed for the 
signals from the positive and negative controls to be clearly separated (without saturation 
of the antibody), as well as the signal from paper-stored antibodies to fall within the 
linear range of the titration. 
7. 2. 4 Calculating antibody activity 
FlowJo software (Tree Star, Inc. , Ashland, OR, USA) was used to analyze flow 
cytometry results. For each sample of stored antibodies, a histogram of FITC 
fluorescence intensity and side scatter was generated. The activity of antibodies was 
defined by the geometric mean of the histogram, or the mean fluorescence intensity 
(MFI). The percent (%) activity recovered was defined as the percent ratio of the MFI of 
the stored antibody sample to the MFI of the stock antibody solution used to spot the 
stored sample. Unless otherwise noted, results are reported as the average ± standard 
error of the mean for n=3. 
7. 2. 5 Direct fluorescence measurements 
Any decrease in MFI could be due to degradation of the fluorescent molecule or of 
the antibody. To decouple these two causes, FITC-antibodies stored on filter paper were 
imaged with a Typhoon Trio (GE Healthcare). A 526 band pass filter, blue laser, and a 
PMT voltage of 300 was used. Images were analyzed with ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD). 
Average fluorescence intensity measurements were normalized to that of a negative 
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control (unadulterated filter paper). 
7. 2. 6 IL-4 ELISA 
We demonstrated proof-of-concept with reagents of a commercially available ELISA 
kit for human IL-4 detection (BD Biosciences, cat #555194). IL-4, or interleukin-4, is an 
extracellular cytokine involved in many biological processes, including differentiation of 
T cells into T-helper 2 cells [136]. The ELISA kit contained multiple reagents, including 
a capture antibody, detector antibody, and IL-4 antigen. The absorbance value was used 
as a measure of antibody bioactivity. For our experiments, we performed the filter-paper 
drying and reconstitution method on the detector antibody and then used the reconstituted 
detector antibodies as part of the original manufacturer' s protocol for IL-4 detection. 
Both the drying and reconstitution buffers consisted of I 0% FBS in PBS. 
The detector antibody stock solution was diluted in order to spot three concentrations 
(OX, IX, and 3X) onto filter paper. After storage, the reconstituted solution from each 
paper was pooled together with their respective concentrations. For a positive control, a 
IX solution of detector antibody solution, from the original stock solution stored at 4°C. 
For negative controls, no antigen or no detector antibody was used. Each condition was 
tested in quadruples. 
7. 2. 7 Antibody retained by filter paper after reconstitution 
Unadulterated samples of filter paper were incubated with various concentrations of 
antibody. After incubation, the antibody solution was isolated and used for flow 
cytometry. The percent activity retained by the paper was calculated as the ratio of the 
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signal generated from the isolated solution to that generated by stock antibody solution 
(i.e., not incubated with filter paper). 
7.3 Results 
7. 3.1 Ability to use filter paper-stored antibodies for flow cytometry 
Results from our experiments demonstrated that fluorescent antibodies against a cell-
surface protein, integrin, could easily be stored on filter paper, reconstituted, and bind to 
their target. The overall activity of the antibodies, as measured by the mean fluorescence 
intensity (MFI) signal, decreased after storage on filter paper (Figure 7.1A and C). Figure 
7.1 shows that the population of cells bound by paper-stored antibodies was easily 
distinguishable from the negative controls even after 5 weeks in storage. Also, filter 
paper itself did not contribute to the MFI. 
7. 3. 2 Method optimization and characterization 
After optimization, we chose to spot filter paper with 4 f..Lg of antibody stock solution. 
In Figure 7 .2, the titration curves generated using (a) the stock solution of antibody stored 
at 4°C and (b) reconstituted paper-stored antibodies appeared linear in the signal range 
relevant to paper-stored antibodies (R2 = 0.9817 and 0.9831 , respectively), suggesting 
that we could use the antibody to quantitatively measure recovery rates. While larger 
amounts resulted in greater signal recovery after preparation (Figure 7.4 ), this amount 
was optimal for flow cytometry because (a) it permitted antibody binding near saturation 
for the positive control, (b) it was convenient to spot on a small-diameter paper sample, 
and (c) the resultant signals after storage were within the linear regime of the titration 
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curve. 
To characterize the reproducibility of the reconstitution method of paper-dried 
antibodies, we found that the average relative standard error (RSE) for the titration points 
generated in Figure 7.3 was 7.7%. For filter paper samples spotted with 4 Jlg of antibody, 
the RSE was 5.7% (n=3). Because this titration curve was sensitive and linear (R2 = 
0.9831 ), we believe that it shows the antibody removal step was quantitative. 
From Figure 7.11, we found that the isolated signal increased linearly with antibody 
concentration. However, the percent activity retained by the paper was lowest at both 
very small concentrations and high concentrations. This did not change for incubation 
periods longer than 1 hour. We hypothesize that this trend would vary with the volume of 
incubation buffer, size of the filter paper, and antibody concentration. However, given 
our conditions, we chose 4 Jlg of antibody to both provide sufficient signal and minimize 
antibody retention during reconstitution. 
7.3.3 Phases of signal loss 
The results indicated that there were two phases of signal loss: during sample 
preparation (spotting, drying, and reconstitution) and storage. After sample preparation, 
the resulting MFI was only ~25% of that of the positive control (fresh antibody stock 
solution stored at 4°C, used for spotting). This value slightly varied with antibody 
concentration, but was optimal for our study (Figure 7.11). Ofthis signal loss of75%, up 
to ~25% was due to antibody retention to the paper during reconstitution. This was 
calculated by the ratio of the MFI of fresh antibodies to that of fresh antibodies incubated 
with a sample of filter paper for 90 minutes. This ratio was also corroborated by ImageJ 
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analysis of the mean intensity of paper containing antibodies and reconstituted paper. 
Another estimated maximum of 30% of the total signal loss was likely due to low-
binding of antibody to paper during spotting. This was a result of the tradeoff between the 
diameter of filter paper and the signal recovered after reconstitution. A larger sheet could 
hold more reagent solution, but it also soaked up more antibody ·solution during 
reconstitution. As such, care was taken to use the same protocol for the preparation and 
use of filter paper-stored antibodies. 
Additionally, signal decrease during storage could be due to degradation of the 
fluorophore and/or active site of the antibody. We noted that the average fluorescence 
intensity of filter paper itself (that contained antibodies) did not waver appreciably over 7 
days at room temperature. Second, the rate of decrease in fluorescence intensity was 
significantly slower than the rate of decrease in MFI (Figure 7.11 ). Hence we concluded 
that any changes in MFI were more likely to reflect the degradation of the antibody, 
rather than the fluorophore . 
7. 3. 4 Stability of paper-stored antibodies 
After identifying the sources of signal loss associated with the preparation of paper-
stored antibodies, we observed the changes in signal (i.e. MFI) during storage. In Figure 
7.5, we studied two conditions likely encountered under no-refrigeration situations: room 
temperature (25°C) and high heat and humidity (37°C/80% humidity). By default, we 
included silica beads, a dessicant, during storage because it is commonly practiced when 
storing DBS [9]. Over the course of 7 days, antibody activity remained stable, with slight 
deactivation at 37°C/80% humidity. Without dessicant, antibody activity dropped 
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significantly by 67% after 5 days at 25°C. At 37°C without dessicant, activity was nearly 
negligible. 
7. 3. 5 Comparison of storage medium on stability 
To show that flow cytometry could be used to study the stability of antibodies on 
other mediums, we compared storage stability on paper, glass, and liquid (positive 
control). Regardless of storage medium, all antibodies degraded with varying magnitudes 
and rates. Signal strength was greatest with liquid-stored antibodies, followed by glass, 
then paper mediums (Figure 7.6). However, the rate of change in signal (i.e. activity) was 
comparable between paper and liquid, and worst with glass. Additionally, the loss of 
signal due to sample preparation for glass was estimated to be about 35%. Even at such 
low signal intensities, the paper-stored antibodies could be differentiated from negative 
samples (Figure 7.1 C). 
7. 3. 6 Improved stability with trehalose and BSA 
We next looked at the effect of known stabilizers, namely trehalose and albumin from 
bovine serum (BSA), on the percent activity recovered in Figure 7.7. Overall, both 
compounds were powerful stabilizers, enhancing storage at higher temperatures, and 
maintaining activity even after 4 and 5 weeks of storage (Figure 7 .8). Furthermore, 
omitting desiccant did not alter the results. When stored with both BSA and trehalose, the 
signal was relatively stable, suggesting that BSA provides additional support as a 
stabilizer. 
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7. 3. 7 Screening the effect of paper treatments 
To demonstrate the screening ability of our method, we assessed the effect of various 
ways to treat or add stabilizers to filter paper. Prior to spotting antibodies onto the paper, 
the paper sheets were soaked in various solutions for 1 hour, dried, and then cut. In 
particular, pre-soaking filter paper in trehalose solutions were as effective as mixing 
trehalose with the antibody solution prior to spotting (Figure 7 .9). 
7. 3. 8 Flow cytometry vs ELISA for measuring filter paper-stored antibody activity 
We also explored the use of ELISAs to measure the stability of antibodies. 
Specifically, we stored the detector antibody of a commercial ELISA kit on filter paper, 
reconstituted them, and used them per the manufacturer's protocol. After 4 weeks at 
room temperature, a 3-fold concentration of paper-stored antibodies was required to 
create a standard curve comparable to that using fresh antibody (Figure 7.10). 
Alternatively, to achieve the same effect with paper-stored antibodies for flow cytometry, 
we would have had to spot with a fresh antibody stock solution of a ~7-fold concentration 
increase. We did not test this directly since we used a stock solution of antibodies that 
was purchased at a fixed concentration. This was done in order to reduce sources of error. 
Additional validation of this observation is possible, but beyond the scope of this study. 
Ultimately, flow cytometry was faster to perform (by several hours), required fewer 
reagents, and was substantially more quantitative. 
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7.4 Discussion 
The goal of our study was to analyze antibody activity stored on paper. We chose 
flow cytometry as it has a well-established protocol for quantitative cell marker 
measurements and has been used to measure stability of lyophilized or liquid stored 
antibodies [132], [137]. Furthermore, it is widely used in both developed and developing 
countries for clinical and research purposes. Taking fluorescence images of fluorophore-
conjugated antibodies on filter paper can be more high-throughput, but provides no 
information on the binding activity of the antibodies themselves. Absorbance 
measurements through ELlS As would eliminate the complication of fluorescing reagents, 
however flow cytometry is simpler, requiring a minimum of one antibody reagent, and 
quicker to perform (by several hours). Indeed, in comparing the activity of paper-stored 
antibodies as measured by flow cytometry and ELISAs, flow cytometry was more 
suitable for screening the influence of paper treatments on antibody stability. Ultimately, 
we sensitively and quantitatively compared the effect of paper treatments on antibody 
storage, for a range of antibody concentrations relevant to flow cytometry. 
More importantly, while we only investigated the stability of a particular antibody, 
we observed similar trends in signal stability and loss as found by other paper-based 
platforms. Desiccant was clearly needed to maintain stability, especially at higher 
temperatures. In one week, antibodies stored without desiccant had negligible activity. 
Inclusion of silica beads is commonly practiced by those working with filter paper-based 
DBS for HIV diagnosis [9], [11], [49], which can prolong stability for weeks. We believe 
that the desiccant prevented the adsorption of atmospheric water onto filter paper, which 
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would have disrupted the structures of adsorbed antibodies. For trehalose, the extent of 
stability enhancement varies with the reagent stored, concentrations, temperature 
conditions, and assay metrics. For example, Schilling et al. found that enzymes stored 
with trehalose on a paper-based colorimetric assay increased from 3% to 10% in activity 
[38]. Martinez et al. found that reagents for a paper-based glucose assay, when stored 
with trehalose, extended the half-life of the reagents from 11 days to 40-50 days [17]. In 
non-paper-based applications, freeze-drying monoclonal antibodies with trehalose 
appeared to increase the activity approximately 4.5-fold [35]. Others found that trehalose-
stored reagents maintained 80-96% of the assay signal after 60 days at temperatures up to 
45°C [29]. In our study, trehalose boosted the recovery of paper-stored antibodies by an 
additional ~5% after 1 day. Antibody activity also increased from 13% to 26% after 4 
weeks of storage when trehalose was added. While the works in the literature used 
different protein and measurement methods, our study quantitatively reached the same 
conclusion about the stabilizing effect of trehalose. We acknowledge that there is not a 
paper-based platform to which we can directly compare our results, given that there is no 
parallel version of flow cytometry. Nonetheless, we believe that the presented method 
and its findings are applicable to investigating paper-based treatments for reagent storage. 
Any signal loss was attributed to two likely factors: sample preparation and storage. 
First, sample preparation issues included the low binding of antibody to filter paper 
during spotting, low antibody release from filter paper during reconstitution, and 
degradation from drying. The errors due to these issues had to be controlled through strict 
adherence to protocols for sample preparation. In spite of this, there was still some signal 
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loss due to sample preparation. For dry reagent storage, such inherent signal loss was 
expected since protein degradation occurs during drying processes as evaporating water 
molecules destabilize tertiary and quaternary structures. Schilling et al. also observed a 
90% signal reduction after enzymes were stored on their paper-based assay [38]. For non-
paper storage, Draber et al. observed a ~80% signal loss after freeze-drying IgM 
antibodies alone [35]. Speculation as to how filter paper fibers directly influence the 
structure and stability of stored proteins would be of great interest for future studies. A 
number of plausible hypotheses have been put forward to explain protein stability 
influenced by dry reagent storage, including the role of protein concentration, surface 
hydrophobicity, and energetics of the system [33], [34], [138], which should be 
investigated in future studies. 
Our results show that while signal loss during sample preparation is non-ideal but 
inherent, trehalose, BSA, and silica significantly mitigated this loss. Desiccant alone was 
more important for paper storage at higher temperature and humidity, making it a simple 
and preventative storage measure under settings lacking environmental control [9]. 
However, molecular stabilizers resulted in better antibody recovery after drying and 
enhanced stability over longer periods. Trehalose belongs to a class of non-reducing 
disaccharides that are known commercial preservatives in reagent storage. There are two 
hypotheses on how disaccharides, such as trehalose and sucrose, stabilize proteins during 
drying. The "water substitution" hypothesis suggests that the alcohol groups of the sugar 
ring slowly replace the hydrogen bonds between the outer protein shell and the 
evaporating water molecules [25], [35]. The "glass dynamics" hypothesis states that the 
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stabilizer forms a rigid matrix around the protein, limiting the molecular movement of the 
protein, rendering it essentially "intact." 
Surprisingly, the addition of BSA aided antibody stabilization on filter paper as well. 
BSA is typically added to liquid reagents in order to increase the effective concentration, 
thereby reducing protein loss due to adsorption onto container walls. This mechanism of 
stabilization may have occurred in our experiments as BSA was reconstituted. The 
increased effective concentration may have also reduced protein aggregation along filter 
paper fibers, which is a common mechanism of antibody degradation during drying and 
storage [31]. Likewise, BSA may have served as a blocking protein to reduce non-
specific binding during the cell-staining procedure in flow cytometry, thus amplifying the 
signal. More detailed microscopic and analytical observations would be required to 
confirm these hypotheses. 
Regardless of storage medium, all antibodies degraded with varying magnitudes and 
rates. Signal strength was greatest with liquid stored antibodies, followed by glass, then 
paper mediums. However, the rate of change in signal, or activity, was comparable 
between paper and liquid, and worst with glass. The latter metric is important for reagent 
stability as it reflects the shelf-life of the reagent. Fortunately, even at such low signal 
intensities, the use of paper-stored antibodies in flow cytometry could be differentiated 
from negative control samples. 
As such, for filter paper, what was lost in signal strength can be gained in cost-
effectiveness and practicality for dry reagent storage. Glass, while widely used for 
microfluidic chips and diagnostics, is heavier, expensive, and not as flexible and easily 
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disposable as paper. Liquid storage, while extremely effective, often requires 
refrigeration that adds significant cost and reduces availability in low-resource areas 
[139]. Liquid transport of antibodies can be even more unstable as proteins have a higher 
likelihood of encountering degrading entities [140] , requiring storage at lower 
temperatures (less than 4 °C) in order to prevent protein degradation by pro teases that 
subsequently contaminate the vial after opening. Further comparison with lyophilized 
reagents would be interesting, which are known to be stable but costly, difficult to 
formulate, and still require refrigeration [31]. 
Pre-soaking filter paper with useful reagents has several benefits and potential 
applications, including simplifying future processing steps, reducing pipetting steps, and 
delivering paper sheets enhanced for dry reagent storage. It would be interesting to 
investigate the effect of further storage mediums, such as glass fiber pads, and paper 
treatments used in current works on paper-based devices. For example, various coatings, 
cross-linking chemicals, silanization, heat treatments, and wax have been utilized to boost 
signal intensity, immobilize antibodies, and/or prepare devices [1] , [20], [57] , [66], [82]. 
With our method, we could not only independently explore the effect of these complex 
treatments, but also those that improve stability. 
7.5 Conclusions 
Flow cytometry was a suitable method for measuring the stability of antibodies stored 
on filter paper. The mean fluorescence intensity signal was used as measure of antibody 
activity, and could be improved with the addition of known stabilizers during storage, 
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including silica beads, trehalose, and BSA. To the best of our knowledge, we presented 
the first quantitative data on the effect of silica beads during storage on quantitative 
testing. We demonstrated the ability to also screen the effect of other relevant treatments 
and storage mediums on signal stability, with the goal of better understanding and 
maintaining antibody activity during storage. Furthermore, because we observed similar 
trends in stability as others have found in different systems, we believe that our findings 
can be extended to the storage of other biomolecules on paper-based platforms. 
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Figure 7.1: Representative histograms of fluorescence intensity. The dotted histograms 
were a result of staining cells with fresh antibody solution stored at 4°C (A, positive 
control), reconstituted antibodies from filter paper after storage for 1 week (C) and 5 
weeks (D) at room temperature, or a buffer that was incubated with filter paper alone for 
90 minutes (B). Shaded histograms resulted from staining cells with no antibodies 
(negative control). 
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Figure 7.2: Antibody titration curve using stock antibody solution stored at 4°C. For 
concentrations between 0.8 and 16 ~g/ml, R2=0.9817. 
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Figure 7.3: Titration curve using paper-stored antibodies at various dilutions. R2=0.981 , 
n=3. 
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Figure 7.4: Signal recovered after sample preparation of paper-stored antibodies, spotted 
at various dilutions and dried for 24 hours. Results are reported as the average ± RSE for 
n=3. 
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Figure 7.5: Activity, as a measure of signal intensity, of antibodies stored on filter paper 
and reconstituted for flow cytometry. Filter paper-stored antibodies were stored with(+) 
or without (-) silica beads at room temperature or high heat and humidity (37°C). The 
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over time, after storage on glass (25°C), paper (25°C), or in liquid (4°C). Results show the 
average ± the standard error of the mean, n=3, except for the antibodies stored in 
solution, which was n=l since they served as the positive control for each day of flow 
cytometry measurements. 
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BSA, (d) paper-stored antibodies without silica beads, and (e) glass-stored antibodies. 
Silica was included in all conditions unless otherwise noted. 
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Figure 7.8: Antibody activity after 4 and 5 weeks at room temperature, with various 
stabilizers. The data shows (a) paper-stored antibodies, paper-stored antibodies stored 
with (b) 10% w/v BSA, (c) 5% w/v trehalose, or (d) both 5% w/v trehalose and 10% w/v 
BSA, and (e,f) glass-stored antibodies with and without desiccant, respectively. All 
samples were stored with desiccant unless otherwise noted. The solid and dotted lines 
delineate the MFI of antibodies stored on glass and filter paper, respectively, after 1 day. 
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Figure 7.9: Screening the effect of different filter paper preparations on antibody activity 
after 1 week storage on filter paper at 25°C or 3 7°C. The effect of each preparation was 
compared to that of storing antibodies on filter paper (FP) with desiccant (control). The 
preparations included addition of trehalose by spotting with antibody, pre-soaking the 
paper prior to antibody spotting, storage without desiccant, and using a filter paper of 6 
urn. In Whatman Grade 1 filter paper of 11 Jlm pore size was used except in the 
experiment indicated where Grade 2 filter paper of 6 Jlill was used. 
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Figure 7.10: ELISA standard curves for IL-4 detection. For the curve generated using 
fresh, or "non-dried", detector antibodies at IX concentration, R2 = 0.985. For that 
generated using paper-dried, or "dried", antibodies spotted with at 3X concentration of 
fresh reagent, R2 = 0.994. Results are shown as the average± 1 STD, n=4. 
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Figure 7.11: Signal lost due to antibody retention by filter paper. This trend did not 
change for incubation periods longer than 1 hour. 
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Chapter 8: Integration of JlPEDs with a portable, low-cost, low-power device reader 
8.1 Introduction 
Recall that filter paper-supported assays for quantitative testing have become 
increasingly important in the development of point-of-care diagnostics targeted for low-
resource settings (Chapter 3). 
However, while the paper test itself is tiny and low-cost, the instrumentation required 
to perform the analysis may be bulky, expensive, and require additional training to 
operate. For example, a spectrophotometer is required to analyze colorimetric and 
chemiluminescent paper tests while a potentiostat is needed for electrochemical tests. 
Both the spectrophotometer and potentiostat are capable of a suite of analytical 
measurements that are not necessarily all needed in a point-of-care assay. For 
potentiostats ($1 0,000+ ), which perform various voltammetric techniques, only anodic 
stripping voltammetry and amperometry have been primarily used in diagnostics [99]. 
None of these equipment is suitable for field-deployment. Therefore, simplified versions 
of these benchtop instruments would expand the reach of these life-saving technologies to 
low-resource settings. Hence there is a need to develop robust and portable device readers 
that complement current analytical devices built from paper [99]. 
The ideal device reader should be low-power, easy-to-use, light-weight, portable, and 
low cost [28]. They should also be readily reproducible to enable standardized procedures 
for widespread testing. Mobile phone cameras not only exemplify these characteristics 
but are also ubiquitous in the developing world. As such they have been exploited for 
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colorimetric imaging in certain diagnostic tests [28], [141]. With the nse m 
electrochemical testing on paper [50], portable device readers in this area are needed as 
well. In particular, amperometric sensing, where the current is recorded in response to an 
applied potential, is most often used to determine concentrations of both biological and 
chemical analytes relevant to health and environmental monitoring [99]. 
Examples of portable device readers for amperometric measurements are limited, but 
exist in both the research and commercial spheres. In research settings, the CheapStat is 
an open-source schematic that provides instructions on building a potentiostat for USD 
$80 in-house [18]. While the CheapStat allows for flexible and customizable biosensor 
design, it would be impractical to mass fabricate in the laboratory. Alternatively, 
commercial glucometers, used by people with diabetes to monitor blood glucose levels, 
are also portable electrochemical device readers [99]. They conduct amperometric 
sensing when a test strip is inserted and spotted with a blood sample. While glucometers 
is limited in function when compared to the CheapStat or a potentiostat, they are an 
excellent example of point-of-care testing. Glucometers are very cheap ( ~$40) , robust, 
low-power, and can be used with little training, in the home or professional medical 
settings. Of note, iBGStar (Sanofi-A ventis, USA) sells a small glucometer that can be 
connected to a smart phone for additional healthcare management. The use of these 
amperometric device readers with paper electrochemical devices is extremely limited in 
the literature. The CheapStat was used to measure glucose, lactose, and uric acid in urine 
with paper-based electrochemical tests [83]. Nie et al. fabricated paper devices that were 
compatible with a glucose meter, demonstrating detection of glucose, lactose, cholesterol, 
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and ethanol [20]. However, in the latter, the authors were required to mimic the complex 
design of the commercial test strips with a laser cutter. Furthermore, they did not 
investigate the long-term use of their paper devices. Given that reagents degrade on filter 
paper [ 19], reagent stability should be evaluated in order to determine the robustness of 
the platform. 
To demonstrate the potential of quantitative paper testing in a portable and robust 
system, we developed micro paper electrochemical devices (!-!PEDs) that were 
compatible with a commercial electrochemical device reader. We discussed optimization 
parameters such that this method could be applied to meters of different manufacturers. 
Using ethanol as a model analyte, we demonstrated dry reagent stability on the 11PEDs 
for long-term testing. An NAD+-dependent enzyme, alcohol dehydrogenase, was used 
which has been overlooked in paper analytical assays in the current literature, despite 
their importance in the food and health industry [21]. 
8.2 Methods 
8.2.1 lkfaterials 
A commercial glucometer was purchased from a local drugstore for less than 
USD$40 (OneTouch, Lifescan, Inc. , USA). Reagents and materials for ethanol detection 
on 11PEDs were described in Chapter 6. Trehalose was donated from SriTechnologies 
(GA, USA). The pH of the phosphate buffer was adjusted with sodium hydroxide. 3-
aminopropyldimethylsiloxane was purchased from Gelest, Inc (P A, USA). 
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8. 2. 2 11P ED fabrication 
11PEDs were fabricated according to previously described methods (Chapter 6.2). 
8. 2. 3 11P ED reagent preparation 
After optimization, each 11PED was spotted twice with 4 Ill of 2% wt 3-
aminopropyldimethylsiloxane (APDMES), with 15 minutes to dry between each spotting. 
To test the response of the tests using a glucose meter, the following reagent stock 
solution was prepared: 160 mg/ml ADH, 5 mM NAD+, 500 mM KCN (0.1M PB, pH 8). 
As necessary, trehalose was added to the reagent stock solution to a final concentration of 
5% (w/v). Sample solutions of ethanol were prepared in glass vials and diluted in 0.1M 
PB,pH8. 
8. 2. 4 Basic circuitry of a glucometer 
While the circuitry of a commercial glucometer was proprietary, we gained useful 
information through visual and electrical analysis using a multimeter. First, the insert port 
for the test strip contained 5 pins (Figure 8.1 ). Pins 1, 2, and 3 connected to the working, 
counter, and reference electrode of the test strip. Pins 4 and 5 also connected to the test 
strip and when short-circuited, turned on the glucometer. These latter pins were only 
necessary for turning on the glucometer and had no effect on the electrodes. When turned 
on, two pins were set at a potential difference of +0.4V. We screen-printed a strip of 
carbon paste onto a 0.03mm acetate film that could short-circuit Pins 4 and 5 (Figure 
8.1 ). The short-circuit strip was thin enough to allow insertion of the 11PED later. 
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For each measurement in our study, the glucometer was turned on by short-circuiting 
Pins 4 and 5. A j.lPED was then inserted. Upon introduction of a sample, the glucometer 
immediately began a 5 second countdown. There were four general outputs by the meter: 
"Lo", "Hi", a numerical value between 0 and 600, and "Er" for error. 
8.2.5 Testing pPEDs with a commercial glucometer 
After optimization, j.lPEDs were tested with (1) freshly spotted reagents and (2) dried 
reagents. For the former, the glucometer was manually turned on by short-circuiting Pins 
1 and 2 (Figure 8.1 ). A j.lPED was then inserted, followed by spotting a 1: 1 mixture of 
the reagent stock solution and sample. This action activated a 5 second countdown by the 
glucometer. The meter output was recorded. Multiple readings were taken of the same 
j.lPED by re-shortcircuiting Pins 1 and 2, then reinserting the j.lPED. The meter output 
was recorded until an "error" message was obtained twice in a row. 
To test j.lPEDs with pre-dried reagents, the glucometer was first turned on. Sample 
solution (8 Ill) was spotted onto the j.lPED, left to incubate for 5s, and then inserted into 
the glucometer. The meter output was recorded as previously described. 
8. 2. 6 Electrochemical testing 
The same j.lPED design was used for testing with a glucometer and a potentiostat (CH 
Instruments 440). The potentiostat was used to perform amperometry at +0.4V vs carbon. 
To mimic the glucometer, amperometry was performed with a potentiostat, but with 
alternating potentials between open circuit potential (OV v carbon) and +0.4V vs carbon 
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every 5 seconds. The J..LPEDs and reagents were of the same design and concentrations, 
respectively. 
8.3 Results 
8. 3.1 Enhanced surface wettability required for j.JP ED integration 
The response of the glucometer to the J..LPEDs depended on several parameters listed 
in Table 8.1. These parameters included electrode geometry, sample loading volume, 
incubation time, APDMES loading, and buffer composition. Of the variations tested, 
controlling the APDMES concentration, buffer composition, and electrode geometry 
were critical to obtaining non-error meter outputs. In order for J..LPEDs to generate enough 
current to be detected by the glucometer, each J..LPED had to be prepared with 2% 
APDMES (Figure 8.3A). With APDMES, which increases the surface wettability of the 
filter paper, the amperometric response of the J..LPEDs was comparable to that of 
commercial test strips for glucose detection (Figure 8.3B). For J..LPEDs with stored 
reagents, incubation of the sample with the dried reagents prior to insertion into the 
glucometer was essential (data not shown). 
8. 3. 2 Discrete amperometric measurements can be performed with a glucometer 
Using a multimeter, we found that the maximum potential between two pins of the 
glucometer was +0.4V. This voltage difference was maintained so long as Pins 1 and 2 
were connected. Therefore we concluded that J..LPEDs were subjected to a potential step 
between open circuit potential ( +OV v carbon as measured with the potentiostat) and 
+0.4V v carbon, when a J..LPED was disconnected and connected to the glucometer, 
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respectively. With multiple insertions of the same !-tPED, the potential step was cycled 
accordingly. More importantly, samples that produced a "HI" output eventually resulted 
in outputs with a numerical value, decreasing with every insertion. The number of 
insertions required to go from "HI" to a numerical value was as little as two, to as many 
as nine. However, this number remained consistent for each batch of prepared !-tPEDs. 
In cases where the first insertion resulted in an output of "HI", the !-tPED was 
reinserted for another reading. Figure 8.2 shows how the signal for three !-tPEDs, tested 
with three different concentrations of ethanol, changed with each insertion. An ethanol 
response curve was generated by plotting the meter output for !-tPEDs tested with various 
concentrations, after a given number of insertions. 
This method of using the !-tPEDs for integration with a glucometer was validated 
using a potentiostat. Figure 8.4 demonstrates the similarity between (1) a !-tPED subjected 
to +0.4V v carbon continuously and (2) a !-tPED subjected to a cycle of +OV to +0.4V v 
carbon. In the latter profile, the currents measured at the end of each cycle ofthe +0.4V v 
carbon phase closely correlated to that of the original profile. Using the Cottrell plots, 
where the slope correlates to the concentration of the target analyte [1 02], the mimicked 
profiles were within 10% of error to that of the original, uncycling profile. Specifically, 
the slope was -15.2 uA *s112 ± 1.0 and -19.8 uA *s112 ± 1.0 for 8.5 mM and 0 mM ethanol 
measurement, respectively (n=3). 
8.3.3 Meter response to ethanol differs when reagents are dried on or off device 
The ethanol response to ethanol using !-tPEDs and a glucometer were satisfactory 
when reagents were freshly applied (Figure 8.5). With more insertions, the linear range of 
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detection was more reliable, falling between 2 and 8 mM ethanol. This was because at 
low insertion numbers, the current generated from high concentrations of ethanol still had 
not decayed to within the range where the meter could produce numerical values. 
However, these response curves were similar to our findings described earlier in this 
thesis (Figure 6.5), displaying Michaelis-Menten like enzyme kinetics. In the results 
reported, the corresponding Lineweaver-Burke plots after 3 and 5 insertions had 
R2=0.8529 and 0.989, respectively. The lowest concentration detected without an error 
message was 2 mM ethanol. 
In contrast, the response curve using dried detection reagents (i.e. ADH, NAD+, 
KCN) on ~PEDs was largely unsuccessful (Figure 8.6), where the highest concentration 
detected without error was 85 mM ethanol. Fortunately, the addition of trehalose 
significantly improved the performance of ~PEDs with stored reagents (Figure 8.6). We 
verified that the inclusion of trehalose did not interfere with the signal by measuring the 
meter response to freshly applied reagents (Figure 8.7A). Furthermore, after 48 hours of 
storage at 4°C with silica beads, the linear range of the biosensor was maintained (Figure 
8.7B) 
8.4 Discussion & Conclusions 
8. 4.1 Design considerations for 11P ED integration 
Given the proprietary circuitry of a commercial glucometer, there were several 
challenges in developing a paper device that could integrate with the device. The 
amperometric current from the paper test had to fall within a precise range to which the 
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glucometer was sensitive (i.e. did not produce an error message). Samples that produced 
a "HI" reading would produce a numerical reading after a certain number of insertions, 
likely from the decay in current described by the Cottrell Equation (Equation 4.2) for 
amperometric sensing. Fortunately, the resulting meter output correlated with the 
concentration (Figure 8.4). In future works, to achieve a numerical value upon the first 
insertion, the geometry of the electrodes could be further optimized [20]. However, given 
that the performance of the biosensor was influenced by the presence of a stabilizer and 
how long the reagents were stored, the method we presented may be necessary in actual 
field tests. 
The most significant design factors that allowed the !J.PEDs to fall within the optimal 
amperometric current range were: the addition of APDMES, the width of the electrodes, 
loading volume, and the mediator concentration. First, APDMES amplified the signal and 
increased the wicking rate of the sample to the electrodes (Figure 8.3A), resulting in an 
amperometric response that resembled that of a commercial glucose test strip (Figure 
8.3B). APDMES, an amine-functionalized silane, is believed to increase the 
hydrophilicity of cellulose fibers [20] . Second, !J.PEDs with thinner electrodes produced 
error messages. Wider electrodes produced "HI" outputs during the initial insertions. 
Since carbon ink has a non-negligible resistivity, thinner electrodes likely increased the 
resistance and lowered the current measured by the glucometer, thus producing the error 
messages. Interestingly, the length of the electrode did not significantly reduce the 
current. 
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Third, the loading volume and concentration of the mediator influenced whether 
quantitative outputs could be obtained. We believe that these parameters affected the 
amperometric current responses through a number of mechanisms: a higher concentration 
of mediator may impede diffusion, a large loading volume may reduce the resistivity of 
the electrolyte, and the composition of the buffer may contain agents that influence 
electrotransfer processes [126]. Interestingly, the composition of the standard glucose 
solution provided by the manufacturer of the glucometer contains nondescript "viscosity 
enhancing reagents" (LifeScan Technologies, USA). Amperometry relies heavily on both 
diffusion and electron transfer kinetics [1 02] and further investigation is required to 
confirm these hypotheses. 
8. 4. 2 Advantages of using a glucometer 
Nonetheless, after optimization, we successfully developed a sensitive, robust, quick, 
low-power, low-cost, and quantitative method to measure ethanol using paper devices 
and a commercial glucometer. As low as 2 mM ethanol was detected in less than two 
minutes. The glucometer was purchased for less than $40 (more than 3 orders of 
magnitude less than the bench-top version) from a local drugstore and was light-weight, 
easy-to-use, fit in the palm of hand, and low-power. Not only was the test strip simple in 
design and fabrication, the total cost for each test was less than USD$0.20, compared to 
USD$1.50 for glucose test strips for the same brand. While our method required multiple 
insertions to produce a quantifiable result, our f.lPED design was simpler to fabricate, 
customizable, and usable with reagents stored for 48 hours. 
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The glucometer we used allowed us to integrate a ~-tPED simple in design and 
fabrication, when compared to other glucometers. Nie et al. created paper test strips to 
integrate with a different commercial glucometer (CVS brand) [20]. They fabricated 
~-tPEDs containing four electrodes and two different electrode materials, using a laser 
cutter to create a screen-printing stencil and mimic the exact dimensions. In contrast, only 
one ink (and thus one screen-printing step), three electrodes, and a cutter plotter were 
required in our method. They also did not demonstrate the long-term performance of their 
method. 
The optimized ~-tPED design was compatible with both a glucometer and a 
potentiostat. While the design was larger than that of commercial glucose test strips, it 
was simple to customize and easy to handle by the user. Furthermore, this ~-tPED design 
was used in previous work (Chapter 7), allowing us to further understand any results 
obtained by the glucometer. Customization was important as the performance of the 
~-tPED varied by whether the reagents were freshly applied or dried on. ~-tPEDs with dried 
reagent required a 5 second incubation period with the sample prior to inserting into the 
glucometer, possibly to allow for the reagents to rehydrate and accumulate signal. 
Compared to other electrochemical reading devices for ~-tPED integration, a 
glucometer truly allows for standardized, point-of-care testing. The CheapStat, an 
opensource and low-cost potentiostat, has been demonstrated to be compatible for 
analysis of screen-printed biosensors on both plastic and paper [18]. Zhao et al. 
demonstrated its potential with real urine samples for the detection of uric acid [83]. 
However, the CheapStat still requires a hardwire connection to a computer for analysis. 
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Furthermore, the CheapStat cannot be easily produced in mass in laboratory conditions, 
creating challenges for troubleshooting in the field. On the other hand, we demonstrated 
that a glucometer can be used as a stand-alone amperometric device. While results were 
discrete rather than continuous (Figure 8.2), it has potential for use in low-resource 
settings. Therefore, our method could easily be validated with the same brand of meters. 
Overall, we have provided the framework for ~-tPED optimization for the detection of 
other analytes (Table 8.1 ). 
8. 4. 3 Applications in global health 
We demonstrated the potential of our platform in low-resource settings in multiple 
ways. First, we showed that ~-tPEDs containing dried reagents could still detect ethanol 
after storage for more than 72 hours. The stored biosensors performed with a predictable 
linear range, so long as trehalose was included during storage (Figure 8.7B). As we found 
in Chapter 7, trehalose stabilizes proteins during dry storage on filter paper, as well as on 
plastic and glass [13], [19], [35], [142] . While trehalose helps preserve proteins during 
dry storage, reagent degradation still occurs during the drying process [38]. This was 
observed in our results by the lower magnitude of the response curve when using fresh 
and dried reagents . Wu et al. found that as much as 50% of antibody activity was lost 24 
hours after drying on filter paper [19]. To ensure robustness and reliability, stabilizers 
should be closely studied during the development of quantitative paper testing. 
Second, the platform presented in this chapter has potential to mitigate the 1.2 million 
people that die from road accidents every year globally, with more than 90% of deaths 
occurring in the developing world [143]. Driving under the influence of alcohol, or 
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drunk-driving, accounts for anywhere from 5% to more than 50% of road-related 
fatalities, according to a 2009 survey by the WHO [144]. Alcohol can also cause 
poisoning, which requires immediate treatment but may not be easily detected by 
symptoms alone. Unfortunately, the number of alcohol-related deaths is likely even 
higher due to underreporting and a lack of reliable data. While low-cost and effective 
alternatives to alcohol testing exist, they are still not cheap enough for low-resource 
settings. Even breath analysis, which is a well-accepted and low-cost alternative, has 
associated costs and operator training which restrict their use in many settings [145]. For 
example, breathalyzers require frequent calibrations and mouthpieces must be replaced 
after every use. Operators must also identify when test subjects are not exhaling full 
breaths. In the 2009 survey, countries rich in data often came from well-funded hospitals, 
making generalizations difficult [144]. The methods presented in this thesis could address 
these shortcomings via a low-cost, rapid, portable method to detect alcohol intoxication. 
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8.5 Tables 
APDMES Treatment 
O% APDM ES 
I% APDMES x I 
I% APDMESx2 
2% APDMESx I 
2%APDMESx 2 
APDMES Treatment 
I% APDMES x I 
I% APDMESx 2 
2% APDMESx I 
2%APDMES X 2 
APDMES Treatment 
1% or 2% APDMES x I. x 2 
2%APDMESx 2 
Table 8.1: Sample table of variation testing to optimize ~-tPEDs for readings by a commercial glucometer. Samples of buffer 
(PB, phosphate buffer), detection reagent (500 mM KCN, 5 mM NAD+), or a combination were spotted onto the flPEDs. Meter 
outputs were recorded as followed: darkly shaded for "Er4" or "Er5", mildly shaded for untested, or not shaded for "Lo," "HI," 
or a numerical value (n=2). Some conditions were untested based on the outcomes of the other parameters tested. 
8.6 Figures 
A 2 c 
1 
' 
Figure 8.1: Schematics of 11PED integration with a commercial glucometer. (A) A 11PED 
(1) and a screen-printed carbon "wire" on cellular acetate (2) that when inserted, tum on 
the glucometer. Housing of glucometer removed to show test strip insertion port (3). (B) 
Close-up of the test strip insertion port with 5 gold pins. Pins 1-3 connect to the 
electrodes of the 11PED. Short-circuiting Pins 4 and 5 tum on the glucometer. (C) 
Demonstration oftuming the glucometer on by insertion of the 11PED and carbon "wire". 
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Figure 8.2: Sample of data collection with a glucometer and 1-1PED. Meter output 
recorded after every insertion of a 1-1PED spotted with a sample of ethanol. 
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Figure 8.3: Effect of enhanced surface wettability on amperometric response (+0.4V), 
measured by a potentiostat. (A) f..!PED response to 8 mM ethanol prepared with ( ---) and 
without(-) APDMES. (B) ~-tPED response to glucose on APDMES-prepared ~-tPEDs and 
commercial test strips. 
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Figure 8.4: Representative amperometric response to 8 mM ethanol using a potentiostat 
and ~-tPEDs. +0.4V v carbon was applied continuously (---) or cycled between +0.4V and 
+OV v carbon every 5 seconds. 
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Figure 8.5: Glucose meter response to a mixture of ethanol and detection reagents, 
applied to f.!PEDs. Meter response after (A) 3 insertions (~25s) and (B) 5 insertions. 
Symbol 0 denotes outputs that included "HI." Lineweaver-Burke Plots are shown in the 
corresponding insets, R2=0.8529 and 0.989 for (A) and (B), respectively. 
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Figure 8.6: Representative ethanol response using 1-1PEDs and a glucometer, with and 
without trehalose after 1 hour of storage. Each 1-1PED was incubated with the sample for 5 
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insertions without and with trehalose, respectively. 
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Figure 8.7: Representative ethanol response using ~PEDs and a glucometer with 
trehalose included in the detection reagent. Reagents were (A) freshly applied or (B) 
dried for 48 hours at 4°C. Results recorded after 6 insertions. Inset shows the 
corresponding Lineweaver-Burke plot, R2 = 0.9751. 
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Chapter 9: Development of a novel method of misoprostol detection using J.LPEDs 
9.1 Introduction 
In developing countries, postpartum hemorrhaging (PPH) is not only the primary 
cause of maternal mortality, but likely the most preventable [113]. This occurs 
disproportionately in low-resource settings due to the high number of births that take 
place in rural areas or homes in low-resource settings [115]. Defined as a blood loss of 
over 500 ml within 24 hours of pregnancy, PPH can be prevented and managed with 
uteronics such as oxytocin and misoprostol during the third phase of labor or immediately 
after [146] . In some countries, misoprostol is favored over oxytocin for several reasons. 
Oxytocin requires a cold-chain and must be administered intravenously, and is thus very 
expensive, requires a skilled technician, and not always readily available in non-hospital 
birthing situations. In contrast, misoprostol is available in a tablet form, stable at room 
temperature, and extremely inexpensive (less than USD $1 per 200 J.lg dose) [114]. 
According to the original manufacturer of misoprostol (Cytotec, Pfizer), the drug is used 
for the treatment of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID)-induced ulcers. 
However, several generic misoprostol tablets are manufactured and distributed in the 
developing world for the treatment of PPH [24] . 
Recent studies suggest that the quality of generic misoprostol tablets are not only 
influenced by their storage conditions, but by the manufacturing process as well [147]. 
While misoprostol tablets are very stable due to its formulation with hydroxypropyl 
methylcellulose [148], degradation of the drug is possibly accelerated when exposed to 
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high temperatures and humidity at any point during manufacture, storage, and use [24], 
[147]. In developing countries, there is often poor regulatory capacity over the 
manufacture of quality drugs [24]. A study found that out of 74 samples of generic 
misoprostol samples, almost half of them had less than 90% of the labeled content [ 14 7]. 
In another study, only 50% of the misoprostol content was recovered when tablets were 
dissolved in water [118]. While the latter study concluded that patients should be given 
double the number of drug tablets in order to compensate for the low recovery, the 
authors determined the drug content by mass spectroscopy, which is an expensive and 
bulky instrument unsuitable in low-resource settings. Due to concerns over misoprostol 
quality, there is a need to quickly and cheaply assess the quality of drug tablets at points 
during the medicine supply chain. 
In this chapter, we discuss a novel method to measure misoprostol using the micro-
paper electrochemical devices, or ~PEDs, described in Chapter 6. The ~PEDs consist of 
screen-printed electrodes and reagents allowing misoprostol to be quantified 
amperometrically. Because misoprostol contains a secondary alcohol group, we 
hypothesize that the drug can be selectively targeted using the enzyme alcohol 
dehydrogenase, which can metabolize secondary alcohol groups in the presence of a 
cofactor molecule. The quantification of degraded misoprostol samples was compared 
that by high protein liquid chromatography (HPLC), an established method to detect 
misoprostol. By performing this test on filter paper, we present a light-weight and cheap 
platform for the rapid assessment of degraded misoprostol. 
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9.2 Methods 
9. 2.1 Misoprostol detection by HP LC 
Misoprostol was measured using an isocratic, reverse-phased HPLC method using a 
4.6x150 mm, 5 f..Lm column (Waters Spherisorb S5C8). UV emission was measured at 
200 nm for 20 minutes (reference wavelength at 360 nm), with a flow rate of 1 mL/min 
and a loading volume of 20 fll. The mobile phase was a mixture of methanol, water, and 
acetonitrile (40:35:25 v/v/v) that was degassed in an ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes and 
filtered with a 0.45 f..Lm GDH (hydrophilic propylene) membrane (Fischer Scientific). 
Pure misoprostol (Sigma Aldrich) was prepared in a mixture of water and acetonitrile 
(50:50 v/v), and degassed and filtered similarly. The detection of misoprostol was also 
tested with a diluent of 1X phosphate saline solution (PBS), pH 7.4. Stock solutions of 
0.2 mg/mL misoprostol were made and stored at 4°C when not in use, with a shelf life of 
30 days. This protocol was based off a validated protocol for the detection and 
quantification of misoprostol developed by our collaborators at the Concept Foundation 
(Bangkok, Thailand). Unless otherwise noted, all solvents were purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich. 
Using the resulting chromatograms, a calibration curve for misoprostol using HPLC 
was generated. The peak corresponding to misoprostol was identified through 
comparison with literature values. The calibration curve showed the peak height for each 
corresponding concentration of misoprostol tested. 
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9. 2. 2 11P ED fabrication and preparation 
Micro-paper electrochemical devices were fabricated according to the procedures 
described earlier in this thesis. Reagents for the detection of primary and secondary 
alcohols were spotted and dried for at least 1 hour onto each f.iPED. The reagents 
included 500 mM potassium ferricyanide (KCN), 0.25 mg/ml alcohol dehydrogenase 
(ADH), and 5 mM NAD+ in O.lM phosphate buffer (PB). Fabrication and preparation 
procedures are described in detail in Chapter 6. 
9. 2. 3 Misoprostol measurements by 11P EDs 
To detect misoprostol amperometrically, +0.4V v carbon was applied to the f.iPEDs. 
The amperometric current response was recorded immediately after the introduction of 
the misoprostol sample for 200 seconds. Data visualization and analysis was performed 
using a custom MA TLAB script. Cottrell plots were generated from the data in order to 
determine the time point at which the Faradaic current dominated and stabilized. This 
was used to generate a calibration curve for misoprostol using f.iPEDs. Unless otherwise 
noted, all results are reported as 1 STD (n=3). 
9. 2. 4 Forced degradation of misoprostol 
To simulate degradation ofmisoprostol, 0.2 mg/ml samples ofthe drug were prepared 
in glass vials, covered with Parafilm, and left for up to 24 hours at room temperature or 
37°C/75% humidity. The samples were diluted into the expected linear range ofthe assay, 
then quantified by HPLC or the paper assay. The recovery of misoprostol was calculated, 
using a calibration curve generated with stock solution of misoprostol stored at 4 °C. 
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9.3 Results 
9. 3.1 Misoprostol in an aqueous solvent for HP LC detection 
While the solubility of misoprostol is much greater in orgamc solvents, organic 
solvents are not easily disposable or practical to use in resource-limited settings [118]. 
Therefore, we assessed the ability to perform misoprostol detection by HPLC and ~-tPED 
(the paper assay) with PBS as the primary diluent. Using HPLC, the retention times of 
misoprostol in water/acetonitrile and PBS were 6.307 ± 0.042 minutes and 6.362 ± 0.041, 
respectively. No significant degradation peaks were observed at 280 nm, where some 
misoprostol impurities are known to have optimum absorbance [ 14 7]. In both 
water/acetonitrile and PBS, there was excellent sensitivity and specificity, with a linear 
range between 0.025 and 0.2 mg/mL misoprostol. However, the sensitivity was much 
better with the diluent containing acetonitrile (Figure 9.1 ). We did notice that the slope of 
the calibration curve shifted day-to-day, but the relative standard deviation RSD was less 
than 3.1% (n=5). From these results, we concluded that misoprostol was soluble in PBS 
and was subsequently used for the amperometric detection using ~-tPEDs. 
9.3.2 Misoprostol detection on JIPEDs 
Using ~-tPEDs, the current response to varying concentrations of misoprostol diluted 
in PBS followed Michaelis-Menten-like enzyme kinetics (Figure 9.2A), with a linear 
Lineweaver-Burke plot. The linear region of the calibration curve was consistently 
between 0.0125 - 0.1 mg/ml misoprostol (n=3) (Figure 9.2B). In each case, the 
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calibration curves were generated after the current response was recorded for at least 20 
seconds. The lowest amount detected on tJ.PEDs was 0.0125 mg/ml. 
9. 3. 3 Detection of degraded misoprostol on paper 
To assess the accuracy of using tJ.PEDs to quantify misoprostol, we calculated the 
recovery of samples of misoprostol that were subjected to three non-ideal storage 
conditions. In the analysis by both tJ.PEDs and HPLC, the order of greatest to least 
recovery was: (1) room temperature for 12 hours, (2) room temperature for 24 hours, and 
(3) 37°C/75% humidity for 12 hours (Figure 9.4). While the results from tJ.PEDs 
qualitatively reflected the same trends found by HPLC, the accuracy of tJ.PEDs was 87.1 
± 2.3%. In addition, of the three non-ideal storage conditions, a distinct degradation 
product peak at 5.412 minutes was observed in the HPLC chromatograms, for samples 
exposed to 37°C and high humidity (Figure 9.3). The peaks with retention times less than 
3 minutes were attributed to impurities present in the diluent and mobile phase. 
9.4 Discussion and Conclusions 
Misoprostol has become recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) to 
treat postpartum hemorrhaging, under conditions where oxytocin is not available or can 
be safely used [147]. Most deaths occur in developing countries where births occur in 
non-hospital settings [23]. The uteronic must be administered during labor or 
immediately after the childbirth in order to prevent or manage PPH. Given the concerns 
over quality control in the manufacture of generic misoprostol tablets in developing 
countries [24], [147], there is a need to assess the quality and content of distributed drugs. 
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Only a few methods have been used to quantify misoprostol, which include HPLC 
and mass spectroscopy [118] , [148]. In particular, McCrossen et al. were able to identify 
degradation products of heat-degraded misoprostol samples using HPLC [24]. While 
HPLC is extremely sensitive, it are unsuitable for quick analysis in resource-limited 
settings. Many of the current protocols require long run times of at least 30 minutes per 
sample and the use of organic solvents in order to maximize the recovery of the drug. 
Using these methods relies on the absorbance of the drug at low wavelengths (200 nm), 
which can be adversely influenced by the solvent [118]. Furthermore, the technical and 
financial resources to operate HPLC are often too costly for use in low-resource settings. 
The use of a simple solvent such as PBS rather than an organic buffer such as 
acetonitrile has several benefits in low-resource settings. PBS is non-toxic, allowing for 
simpler disposal. PBS tablets can be purchased and easily solved in water. While the 
sensitivity of misoprostol detection was greater using acetonitrile as part of the diluent in 
HPLC, the use of PBS resulted in excellent linearity, sensitivity, and a comparable 
retention time of misoprostol. Furthermore, degradation peaks were observed when 
samples were forced under accelerated degradation conditions at 37°C and 75% humidity 
for 12 hours (Figure 9.3). We could not confirm that the peaks observed were due to 
degradation and impurity products of misoprostol, since they were unavailable at the time 
of this study. However, the relative retention times for misoprostol and its degradation 
product using our HPLC protocol was similar to that by McCrossen et al. [24]. 
Subsequently, we investigated the detection of misoprostol dissolved in PBS using an 
enzymatic approach with alcohol dehydrogenase. The structure of pure misoprostol 
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contains a secondary alcohol group (Figure 9.5). Under high temperature and humidity 
conditions, the primary degradation product is misoprostol A (or miso A), which lacks 
the secondary hydroxyl group, allowing us to quantify the non-degraded product by 
enzymatic selection. While alcohol dehydrogenase has greater affinity toward primary 
alcohol groups than secondary, the signal response to misoprostol followed Michaelis-
Menten-like enzyme kinetics (Figure 9.2A). The linear range was found to be 0.0125-0.1 
mg/ml when the drug was dissolved PBS. While we did not perform the assay using 
tablets of misoprostol, we demonstrated the potential of using electrochemical testing on 
paper for the detection of misoprostol. 
To demonstrate the potential of the paper assay to quantify degraded misoprostol, we 
measured the recovery of misoprostol when subjected to various degrading storage 
conditions (Figure 9.4 ). We consistently achieved 87% accuracy when compared to 
results obtained by HPLC. The consistent underestimation could be due to the low 
solubility of the drug in PBS or the lower affinity of alcohol dehydrogenase for secondary 
alcohols than primary alcohols. While an organic solvent such as acetonitrile would 
increase the solubility of the drug, it would be more impractical to obtain and dispose of 
in low-resource settings. To determine whether the accuracy is acceptable, more 
information is needed on the acceptable dosage range that is safe for administration. 
Currently, the WHO recommends an oral dose of 600 Jlg for the prevention of PPH, and 
800 Jlg for its treatment [147]. Tablets are often found in 200 Jlg doses [147]. The risk of 
under or overdosing on misoprostol must be carefully evaluated, especially when using 
an assay that is inaccurate. 
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Misoprostol tablets are widely noted as extremely stable at room temperature [23], 
[114], however recent findings suggest that the long-term purity, quality, and potency 
depends on how the drug was manufactured, packaged, and stored. In one study, double-
aluminum packaging, rather than single-aluminum, of misoprostol tablets prevented 
moisture from degrading the drugs [147]. Exposure to high temperature and humidity 
have the most impact on drug stability [24], [147], whereas exposure to light appears to 
have minimal impact [24]. This supports our findings where misoprostol that was 
exposed to 3 7°C and high humidity had a lower recovery compared to the drug stored at 
room temperature (Figure 9.4). Also, misoprostol solutions stored at room temperature 
had minor recovery losses. We attribute this to a highly stable product where the 
manufacturer maintained strict control over temperature and humidity conditions. In fact, 
Chu et al. also found that tablets dissolved in water maintained the same misoprostol 
content over 6 days at room temperature. 
Further optimization can be done to improve the sensitivity of misoprostol detection 
on filter paper. First, a longer incubation time between the detection reagents (including 
alcohol dehydrogenase) with misoprostol samples would likely increase the sensitivity of 
the assay. Second, it would be worthwhile to investigate the effectiveness of other 
enzymes that may have greater sensitivity for the drug. For example, prostaglandin 
dehydrogenases specifically target prostaglandins and are currently studied for their role 
in labor [149]. Since misoprostol is a synthetic variation of the prostaglandins, the 
oxidation of misoprostol by this class of enzymes should be investigated. Third, 
acetonitrile may be included in solvating buffer in order to increase the solubility of 
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misoprostol. According to the manufacturer (Sigma Aldrich), pure misoprostol is highly 
soluble in ethanol, methanol, and acetonitrile, whereas sparingly soluble in PBS. In fact, 
the solubility of misoprostol in PBS is ~ 1.6 mg/ml, while in organic solvents is ~50 
mg/ml. The low solubility of misoprostol in PBS may also account for the accuracy of 
only 87% when comparing the recovery of misoprostol in degraded samples using HPLC 
and paper. Interestingly, one study found that mixtures of acetonitrile and water were 
biocompatible with one type of alcohol dehydrogenase [ 150] 
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Figure 9.1: Calibration curve for misoprostol quantification using HPLC. Misoprostol 
was diluted in either (i) a mixture of acetonitrile/water (50/50) or (ii) PBS buffer. R2 = 
0.9966 and 0.9998, respectively. 
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Figure 9.2: Current response to misoprostol in PBS on ~-tPEDs . Inset shows Lineweaver-
Burke plot (R2 = 0.9717). (B) The linear range of detection fell between 0.0125 to 0.1 
mg/ml misoprostol (R2 = 0.9479). 
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Figure 9.3: Representative chromatogram ofrnisoprostol dissolved in PBS, subjected to 
storage at 37°C, 75% humidity for 12 hours. The retention time ofmisoprostol was 6.471 
minutes, with a degradation product observed at 5.412 minutes. 
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Chapter 10: Conclusions & Future Work 
In only a few years, what once was seen as a mode of storage and qualitative analysis, 
filter paper has now become a substrate for high performance testing with several 
applications in diagnosis and monitoring in global health (Chapter 3:). Various analytical 
methods can be performed on paper with high sensitivity and specificity, but several gaps 
still remain in order to fully develop paper-based analytical devices for point-of-care use 
in low-resource settings. First, reagent stability on filter paper is poorly understood, as 
well as its influence on quantitative, long-term testing. Second, the need for specialized 
instrumentation to perform the analytical methods on paper devices can be a logistical 
and financial burden to end users in resource-limited settings. This thesis explored these 
questions through the development of a micro-paper electrochemical device, f.lPED, an 
example of a quantitative paper-based assay. We designed an integrated platform for 
portable and robust electrochemical testing on paper, and exemplified its potential in two 
issues in global health that require point-of-care testing: drunk driving assessment and 
substandard misoprostol detection. 
9.1 Alcohol detection on J.LPEDs 
Electrochemical testing in the form of screen-printed biosensors has become essential 
in medical diagnostics [99] . Of the JlPEDs developed in the literature, the majority have 
primarily focused on the use of oxygen-dependent enzymes, or oxidases, such as glucose 
oxidase. Consequently, while requiring an additional cofactor reagent, NAD+-dependent 
enzymes have been overlooked despite their importance in the health, food, and 
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environmental industries [21]. To solidify the impact of quantitative paper testing in other 
aspects of public health, we developed !J.PEDs for the detection of ethanol using the 
NAD+-dependent enzyme, alcohol dehydrogenase. We studied the effect of paper surface 
treatments and immobilization methods on the kinetics between enzyme and substrate. 
9.1.1 Major contributions 
Using simple fabrication methods, we developed a sensitive and specific screen-
printed biosensor on filter paper for the detection of ethanol, using alcohol 
dehydrogenase. First, the performance of the biosensor was influenced by !J.PED 
preparation procedures. The linear range was between 2 and 8 mM, but increased with 
the use of a carbon reference electrode rather than a Ag/AgCl one (Figure 6.6). The 
apparent binding constant between alcohol dehydrogenase and ethanol decreased or 
increased depending on the method of reagent immobilization, as observed in the 
literature for similar developments on non-paper substrates [124]. The resulting changes 
in enzyme-substrate kinetics from simple variations in preparation procedures suggested 
that the quantitative perfmmance of the !J.PED could be altered to suit the needs of the 
targeted application. Second, while reagents could be stored on the !J.PED, then 
rehydrated for analysis, the biosensor performance was significantly improved with the 
inclusion of the stabilizer, trehalose (Figure 6.3). Third, the use of a screen-printed 
carbon electrode reduced the overpotential of NAD+ by 400 mV, with potassium 
ferricyanide as a mediator. Fourth, as noticed in Chapter 8, the !J.PED design used was 
also compatible for ethanol analysis using a low-cost, portable, and commercial glucose 
meter, demonstrating its potential in point-of-care testing. 
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9.1. 2 Future work 
To demonstrate its application for the assessment of drunk-driving, spiked solutions 
of saliva should be tested with this platform. Drunk-driving is a significant issue in global 
road safety and current low-cost methods to detect blood alcohol content (BAC) are 
either too expensive or unavailable in low-resource settings, where the issue is high-
impact [ 144]. Saliva is known to have a 1: 1 ratio of alcohol content to blood alcohol 
content and is simpler and cheaper to procure than blood [119]. The quantitative platform 
for electrochemical analysis could also be used for targets of other NAD+ -dependent 
enzymes. These include targets found in the clinical, fermentation, dairy, and food 
industry [21]. The limits of detection could be further improved with the inclusion of 
signal amplification reagents, such as graphene or carbon nanotubes, or other mediators 
more sensitive to NAD+. 
9.2 Reagent stability on filter paper 
Classical uses of filter paper including the storage, preservation, and distribution of 
nearly any type of biological and chemical molecules are still used today for disease 
diagnosis and environmental monitoring [ 48]. While this clearly indicates the robustness 
of storage on filter paper, this only pertains to qualitative applications. Of the high-
performance paper-based assays in the literature, little is known about reagent stability on 
the substrate and its influence on quantitative analysis. How this impacts the shelf-life 
and long-term performance of the bioassay remains unknown. To address this gap in 
knowledge, we developed a novel method to study reagent stability of proteins on filter 
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paper, with antibodies as a model protein. Various conditions of storage likely 
encountered in resource-limited settings, as well as methods to enhance reagent stability 
on filter paper, were studied. 
9.2.1 Major contributions 
Using flow cytometry, we developed a method to assess the activity of reconstituted 
antibodies stored on filter paper under various conditions. While we only studied 
antibodies, the findings from this method were corroborated by similar observations 
regarding reagent storage on filter paper. Therefore, we gained several interesting 
insights. First, as with any method of dry storage, reagent degradation occurred on filter 
paper during the drying process (Figure 7.5). Trehalose and the presence of silica beads 
were critical to enhancing the stability of dry reagents, as well as the presence of other 
proteins and pH. Compared to storage on glass, a material commoniy used in 
microfluidic diagnostics, filter paper maintained the stability of reagents much more 
steadily over 3 weeks (Figure 7.7). This method could be used to easily and quickly 
screen the effect of other paper treatment methods on antibody stability. 
9.2.2 l'uture AVork 
The interaction between reagents and filter paper can be further investigated with this 
simple and quick method. Other methods to enhance stabilization should be looked at, 
including other disaccharides [25] , pH, buffers, and bactericides. The limits of reagent 
storage should be further pushed with longer periods of storage and exposure to UV, heat, 
and humidity. Accelerated degradation testing to determine the half-life of antibodies 
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could also be performed with our method. Instead of measuring reagent activity, the 
"leakiness" of immobilized reagents can also be studied. Covalent and non-covalent 
methods of reagent immobilization are widely used in biosensors. Therefore it would be 
interesting to evaluate the effectiveness of such immobilization methods. 
9.3 Portable device reader for paper electrochemical devices 
The integration of novel screen-printed biosensors for use with a low-cost, light-
weight, and portable device reader is extremely lacking, despite its importance for field 
testing. This is even more critical for paper-based electrochemical biosensors targeted for 
applications in developing countries. Recent work to demonstrate point-of-care systems 
with J.lPEDs is limited, require customized and in-house fabrication, and/or do not 
demonstrate usability beyond one day of device preparation (Chapter 3). Therefore there 
is great need for a device reader for electrochemical biosensors that is low-cost, low-
power, reliable, and readily attainable by users and researchers for validation. To meet 
this need for J.lPEDs, we integrated the J.lPEDs for ethanol measurements with a 
commercial glucometer and demonstrated its potential for long-term use. 
9. 3.1 Major contributions 
With very simple J.lPED design and fabrication, we successfully used the paper 
devices to quickly (less than 2 minutes) measure ethanol using a commercial glucometer 
(LifeScan Technologies). The glucometer could be used like a potentiostat to perform 
discrete, rather than continuous, amperometric measurements for concentration 
determination. We were also able to study the potential long-term use of pre-prepared 
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f.!PEDs for ethanol analysis. The inclusion of a stabilizer was critical in order to use 
flPEDs with stored reagents (Figure 8.6). The performance of the biosensor was 
influenced by the duration of reagent storage on the filter paper. Nonetheless, the linear 
range of detection was maintained after 72 hours of f.!PED preparation. After 72 hours, a 
minimum of8 mM ethanol was detectable by flPEDs stored for 7 days (Figure 8.7). 
9.3.2 Future Work 
This prototype should be further tested with biological samples and in field settings to 
demonstrate it as a field-deployable platform. Biological samples of interest include 
saliva, which can contain ethanol, for the assessment of drunk-driving [144]. The flPEDs 
could be further optimized for both enhanced reagent stability and glucometer output that 
is numerical upon the first insertion. Additional collaborations with domestic and foreign 
hospitals and law enforcement agencies should be sought to field-test the device. Given 
that the flPEDs can easily be fabricated in mass by screen-printing, and commercial 
glucometers are widely available, this work could be easily validated by other 
researchers. 
9.4 Substandard drug detection: misoprostol 
Misoprostol is a pharmaceutical drug used to treat postpartum hemorrhaging in world, 
with preference in some countries due to its affordability and availability as a room-
temperature stable tablet [23]. However, recent studies suggest that misoprostol degrades 
rapidly in high humidity and temperatures [24]. Due to limited resources in the 
developing world, there is a need to quickly, simply, and semi-quantitatively assess the 
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actual content of drug in misoprostol tablets in order to facilitate quality control and 
immediate clinical decision-making. To address this need, we developed a novel method 
to measure misoprostol content in an aqueous solvent using the J.!PED platform for 
ethanol measurement (Chapter 7). 
9. 4.1 Major contributions 
We presented a novel method to detect misoprostol that was simpler and cheaper than 
current standards of misoprostol quantification (HPLC). We demonstrated the 
quantification of rnisoprostol dissolved in an aqueous buffer, rather than an organic 
solvent typically used in more sensitive techniques (Figure 9.1 ). While the accuracy of 
detecting degraded misoprostol on the paper assay was only 87%, it remained consistent 
under three storage conditions that induced varying degrees of degradation (Figure 9.4 ). 
Furthermore, we showed that HPLC quantification of both rnisoprostol and degraded 
products was possible when degraded in an aqueous buffer. 
9. 4. 2 Future work 
The current work presented shows potential for the point-of-care, accurate, and 
simple assessment of substandard misoprostol. However, the method can be further 
optimized in order to improve the sensitivity and accuracy of detection of misoprostol on 
J.!PEDs (Chapter 10). Additional validation ofthe method should be performed by HPLC, 
by spiking samples with verified samples of degradation products, which were 
unavailable at the time of this thesis. Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate 
the detection of misoprostol in a purely enzymatic assay in order to better understand the 
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reaction kinetics. Prostaglandin dehydrogenase should also be investigated as the probe 
for misoprostol detection, given that misoprostol is a synthetic analogue. Drug tablets 
should also be evaluated using !-!PEDs, followed by testing the assay with the portable 
device reader discussed in Chapter 9. 
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